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FOREWORD 
This technical report documents the results of a study of the effects of window 
contamination on the ability of an astronaut to detect stars The program 
was performed for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration under 
Ames Research Center direction on Contract NAS 2-5015, Mr. Bedford A 
Lampkin, technical monitor This study is the second of a two-part program 
to investigate the ability to astronauts to detect starts visually through space­
craft wvindows The first part is reported in a separate document entitled,
"An Experimental and Analytical Study of Visual Detection in a Spacecraft 
Environment " 
Honeywell Inc., Systems and Research Division, performed this study under 
the direction of Mr R.N Schmidt during the period 1 July 1969 through
1 January 1970 Dr. Roger P. Reinisch was the principal investigator.
Assistance of IVr. Robert Daggit for running the vacuum tests, Mssrs 
B1im Gupta and Bernard Loland for data taking, and Mr. Tein Chow for pre­
paring computer codes is gratefully acknowledged. 
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STUDY OF ASTRONAUTS' ABITiTY TO DETECT STARS THROUGH 
CONTAM ATED SPACECRAFT WINDOWS 
By Roger P Iieinisch and Roger N. Schmidt
 





Astronauts have experienced difficulty in seeing navigational stars through 
spacecraft windows on the iluminated side of the spacecraft. The objective
of this investigation was to predict the star magnitude which can De seen with 
the naked eye or a sextant telescope through a contaminated spacecraft window 
The effects of geometry and oatgassing conditions on that objective were 
studied In addition, a relative comparison was made between laboratory
contaminated windows and a small specimen flown on an Apollo flight. 
The results indicate that the RTV560 used to seal the windows severely con­
taminates the window by outgassing High-tempetature-cured RTV560 is 
much worse in that respect than room-temperature-cured RTV560 In 
general, it is evident that, using a telescope or the naked eye, an astroanut 
will have difficulty seeing usual navigationalstars under background conditions 
caused by Jight scattered from the contaminated windows studied in this 
program 
INTRODUCTION 
This study (part two of a two-part program) was initiated because of the con­
cern for the degradation of an astronaut's visual navigation capacity due to 
contamination of the spacecraft's window. The specific concern is that win­
dow contaminants, introduced either on the launch pad or in flight, will cause 
light to be scattered in the plane of the spacecraft window Thas scattered 
light will produce a veiling luminance in the astronaut's field of view and will 
reduce the visual detection threshold. 
The following four possibilities have been suggested as primary contributors 
to the astronaut's reduced visual detection threshold­
1) A cloud of debris (dumped waste, spacecraft outgassants, 
and reaction jet exhausts) surrounds the craft reducing
the transmission qualities of the medium as well as pro­
ducing a luminance veil resulting irom scattered light. 
2) The windows become contaminated with condensates and 
vehicle outgassants which reduce the window transmission 
qualities. 
3) The contaminated windows scatter energy from other sources, 
such as the sun, moon, and earth, which creates a luminance 
veil 
4) The clean window itself scatters and reflects energy from 
other sources which creates a lumninance veil 
The 	initial program (ref. 1) studied (4) above, this portion of the program 
studied (3) contaminate scattered energy. This investigation attempts only 
a cursory evaluation of the contamination problem. 
The objective of the first program (ref 1) was to study the effect of the 
geometry of the source light-window-viewing orientation, window coating 
and to predict the star magnitude wnich could be detected with the naked eye 
or a sextant telescope through a spacecraft window. An apparatus was built, 
instrumented, and used for measuring the scattering luminance of typical 
spacecraft windows. Window illumination from the sun, moon, and earth was 
computed for typical orbit conditions. Star magntidue detection thresholds 
were predicted from the scattering data and window illuminations by applying 
the classical Tiffany visual threshold data. The star detection thresholds 
were computed for both unaided vision and vision using a monocular telescope.
The measurements indicated that window cleanliness is of paramount 
importance in reducing light scattering. When considering the light transport 
through the spacecraft windows, light reflected off the windows from inside 
the spacecraft cabin was found to dominate the scattered light caused by the 
externally incident flux. 
The results of this study provide a guideline by which the severity of the out­
gassing effects on astronaut's vision can be assessed Three independent 
studies were conducted­
e 	 The effect of possible contaminants introduced by the 
Apollo on-pad cleaning procedare was evaluated 
e 	 Light scatter from a glass specimen flown on the Apollo 9 
and exposed to a spacecraft environment was measured to 
determine scatter levels 
o 	 The effect of contaminants caused by outgassing ETV 
silicone rubber was studied 
The effect of spacecraft window contamination on the ability of an astronaut 
to visually detect stars is predicted as a function of six parameters These 
parameters are the characteristics of the human eye, the effect of the optical 
system used to view the star, orientation of the window with respect to the 
sun, moon, and earth, distance from the sun, moon and earth, viewing angle,
and number of window panes. For the purpose of this investigation, the 
ability of an astronaut to detect stars is defined as the minimum star magm­
tude that can be detected through a window for specified values of the above 
parameters. The definition of the detection ability was accomplished by 
completing the following four tasks 
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o 	 Contaminating the window by condensing outgassants of
 








o 	 Calculatin o the lhht incident on the windov for each
 
'
specified source ' (sun, moon, and earth) 
o 	 Calculating star magnitudes based on a stellar threshold
 
model presented in ref 1 (see Fi gure 18, that document)
 
The 	results of the first program revealed that the quality of the antireflection 
coating on windows has more influence on the scattering level than the type of 
coating examined. The better windows had as low a scattering level as a 
highly-poished optical flat. Painting the edges of the window black reduced 
the light 	scattering. Light scattering created by multiple-window configura­
tions was found to be equivalent to the sum of individual windows (superposi­
tion theory can be used). The star magnitude detection thresholds were 
obtained and presented for the situation where a sextant telescope or the naked 
eye is used at the location of mainmun, mimmum, and average scatter for 
each window configuration. In general, when using a telescope, an astronaut 
in a spacecraft distant from the earth or moon is able to see stars as bright 
as a magnitude 2. 00 star. On the other hand, with the naked eye, an astro­
naut has difficulty seeing the usual na'ngational stars under background condi­
tions created by the light scattered from windows used in this program. 
The 	lighi scattering distribution of three window configurations was measured 
for visible light with approximately the solar spectrum incident at specified 
angles. 	 The windows studied were HEA coated Vycor. 
Although 	the results of this study are far from conclusive in some areas, the 
tentative 	conclusions drawn provide a substantial basis for clarifying the 
most important steps to be taken in further study. 
NOMENCLATURE 
English 
B 	 constant 




BER 	 angular position of photometer when specular reflex from
 




F shape factor 
L luminance 
LD diffuser luminance 
M molecular weight 
m/e mass to charge ratio from mass spectrometer scans 
N molecules/unit area of surface 
n molecules/cm 2/sec 
n window normal 
P vapor pressure of material m torr 
Q heat of absorption 
R gas constant 
T temperature 
TB angular position of detector in transmitted beam 
W weight loss, gm/cm 2/sec 
WR angular position of photometer when specular reflex from 
window is incident on photometer 
WE angular position of photometer when photometer views window edge 
Greek 
7 average time 
T0 time related to lattice vibrations of a solid surface 
X wavelength 
angle between window normal and incident light beam 
& angle between window normal and line of sight 











During Phase One of this investigation a unique apparatus were developed to 
measure the magnitude and distribution of light scattered from typical win­
dows. A detailed discassion of the apparatus and the concepts on which the 
experimental procedure is based is given in ref 1 Scattering data obtained 
with that apparatus is used in this report to determine star magnitude detec­
tion thresholds for use with unaided binocular vision and with a monocular 
telescope. 
The main components of the experimental facility are shown in Figure 1 and 
they include the following 
* 	 A fixed, high-temperature light source that approximates
 




o 	 A collimating lens to provide a 6-inch diameter light beam
 
with divergence less than or equal to the sun's rays.
 
o 	 A fixture to hold and position the spacecraft windows with
 
respect to the light beam.
 
o 	 A detector with the same spectral response as the human 
eye to record light scatterig in various directions (0 to 
360 degrees in the horizontal plane about the window). 
o 	 Blackbodi.es to absorb light and thus reduce the background
 
level for the experiment.
 
o 	 A filter hood to continuously blow iltered air over the
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e 	 Fixtures used to e'ad the vwinldovw and to ieat RlTV specimens
 
in the vacuum chamber for the outgrassing study
 
o 	 M, eyoscope sbcs in! sodiumn chloride flats sed in the
 
va(.*uutn sys ttin to collect t.h outgs singy material.
 
Each of these components of the systen is descl-ibed in the following 
paragraphs. 
VACUUM SYSTFINM 
The basic vcuum systeom used for the RTV oulgassing study consiMd of a 
standard 6-inch oil diffusion pump equipped with a liquid nitrogen trap A 
vacuum collar vlch contained the fccd-throughs was mated with an IS-inch 
diameter glass belljar. 
NIASS SP] CTRO'METER 
A Quad 150 residual gas analyzer made by Electronic Associates Inc. (EA) 
was used to monitor the background gas composition present (during the out­
gassing experiment. This analyzer has an extended mass range of I to about 
150 atomic mass units. Data obtainled with the an'alyser is used to qualitatively 
identify the residual vapors present before and while the samples are heated. 
This instrunent was also used to determine relative outgaussin rates during 
the experiment as a function of time to determine the time necessary for 
adequate collection while preventing- prolongation of the exper nent, This 
instrument also o ided a comparison of outgassing rates for two N'\V 
samples which we cured under different schedules. Another good point, the 
qualitative residual gas analyzer data is available for comparison with previous 
or subsequent experiments, 
OUTGASSINC v '[ fY15 
A very simple fixture (Figure 2) was designed to ho]d the window and to sup­
port 	and heat the iITV specimen. IFor tie a-,pr ment there were ETV spfoci­
mens placed symmetrically about the spacecraft window, Each resistanceheater shown roadiatively heated a six-inch square copper plate on which thel{TV specimens wore mounted. Thermocouples were placed in tile copper 






Figur 2 cr RTV si r 
I ~sp etuirz Vow 
3 ~'-copper PLAO 
Figure 2, Schiematic Diagram of PlyV Outgassing Fixtures 
Iplates to monitor the temperatures at which the RTV was being maintained.
 




Twelve pounds of RTV 1'60 (silicone rubber) was purchased from the General
 
Eh ctrie Company. This WTV was all from the same loL. Six by six by one­
-eilth-inchthikrk slabs of Lh 1TV we re pie pared uaing two General Electric­
=~~ rnCommeded curing processes; a room Le > catmert, and a high­
tm reh tempeatur cure used courstad of Me 
-- fo] 1oir, ng Stelps: 
1) The !V was weighed iT a container to obtain an approximate 
alT~ u 'e (I2 to m a~ke 
a slab. 
2) This container was then placed in a vacuum chamber and 





3) 	 Afteri I uiC h3 ulaput its hchilng (out gassiiJ,
 
the ojlltainer vas rcmove(Ieltnl±xn o vacv4 klfUL S' Ixi
 
and lif, 1_rFV V'Is then car llyv pourt-d into the mold in
 
which tb(le RT curdid,
 
4) 	 The 1noldcl a o the afL ee iTVl:'
 
vacuunm St]iot ii 211'D 4Tt a n 0x ;.ilaely
 
10 -3 tort pre;'n , 
5) Up on eoerpiet on of the out pa' n< of ic! TV, the rnold
 
ob. te ]HV WvI S pIlaced an a furnnue ant la in­
talued at 400'F for 48 hours.
 
6) 	 At the end of this time period the PTV slab was removed
 
from the mold rnd found to be thol'ouphiy cured, at least
 
on the euter surfaces.
 
The 13TV-560 material tested and that which has been actually used on flight 
vehicles did not have the s:zme history. Since the outgassing characterlstics 
depend on the manufacture process, cure, and any post-cure treatryienl, the 
outsgassiag probahly differed somnevhat fron the UTV-53(1 used on Apollo 
vehicles or tested by others. However, sufficient TV-560 material was 
procured on a sante batch/same lot basis to prepare all samples needed so 
that a valid coinp-rison vas made as to the effec(t of cure on subsequent 
scattering. 
5 MATERIAL COLLECTORS 
Two different materials were used to collect outgassing products in the 
vacuum chamber, in addition to the windows. Glass microscope slides and
sodiumn chlorideo flats were used as collectors. The sodium chloride flats 
were standard cbeirically pure crystnls obtainable from TIarsihaw Che) Tla] Co. 
The flats, nominally 1/8-hich thick by 3/4-inch square, we'e received pack­
aged in sealed polyethylene bags. These packages were only opened just
prior to inserti o in the vacuum system to avoid contamination by the 
atmosphere. 
During the experiment, the collector sampe tenperature was held at about 
701] because tempe ratur r'inry Vie subsequent scatterilgr mca­tlhe window 4w 
suroentit 70 , 'proxiAately ie colection ofwas a and ds o CompaIrbn 
RTV560 ganstut peodnels h ben(s clnmn it this teulpera.ur (see ref. 2). 
The sodiun chloride collhctors were used for infrared scans following the 
gassing experiments; those scans provide fingerprnts of the collecteLd 
mate rial and permit qualitative eoinpacj;son offcts of the two cures. The 
glass slide colIoctors were given to NASA/Ames Ji]scaj ch Center for their 
use. The sodium chloride collectors wore scanned from 2. 5 to 15 Microns 
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teri r~ec 
the windo C(ould not 14e o)htaP> '< Jisl Vr-, studie., The inglcs arc 
designz ,ted 1P as shown in Figuue 5 
WINDOXV SATIhPLES 
The windovw samples used in this investigi on were supplied by NASA. They 
were spaee vehicle windows which were repolished and recoated by (C3JI.
The glss was Corining Vycor, and it was high-efficiency, antirecf]etion 
(11EA) co:ted. The windows were assigned a numerical designation as 
follows: 




This numerical identification is u-ed throupbout this report. 
In addition, a small glass specimen that had been flown on an Apollo mission 
was measured to determine light scatter magnitude. 
EIPERNIl ENTAL TECHINIQUE 
This section contains a detailed description of the cleaning procedures used, 
togrether vn,,th a descriptiton of the Apollo glass 
CLEANING I OCE1DUR i 
The cleaning procedure whic) was developed at lloneywell was used on the 
first phase of this contract acd war descrihed in ref. 1. The general pro­
cedure used, repeated here for ready reference, is: 
II
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2) 	 Rinse and rub wLth wet cotton swab, using deionized filtered 
water. Repeat this several times. 
3) 	 In a ainal step, the optical surface is covered with delonized 
water which is blown off with a jet of dry nitrogen. The 
removal of the water should be completed. Also, care 
should be taken not to permit water droplets from the edge 
to flow across the optical surface after it is dry. 
4) 	 Inspect the cleaned surface by directing a bright collimated 
beam of light on the surface and viewing the surface against 
a black background in a darkened room. 
5) 	 If step (4) shows the optical element to be clean, proceed to 
measure scattering levels. 
The 	on-pad cleaning procedure apparently used by NASA was also used in 
this 	study to clean the Vycor windows. The procedure has been described 
in a North American Awation Inc. document with a code identification 
number 03935. The specification as described in that document was written 
to cover windows processed to the extent of having sealant dam bonded in 
place so that the window could no longer be cleaned by immersion or flooding 
with 	a cleaning solvent (as specified in LA 0110-020) 
The 	on-pad cleaning procedure is: 
1) 	 Air blow - All glass surfaces are blown with a gentle stream 
of clean, dry air from a hand-operated rubber aspirator or 
syringe, or with a bottle of compressed dry argon or nitrogen 
gas to remove loosely adhering particles. 
2) 	 Distilled water wash - Following the air blow, the window shall 
be washed with distilled water to remove deposited salts and 
the remaining dust particles. 
3) 	 Methyl ethyl ketone wash - Following the water wash, the
 
window shall be washed with cheinically pure methyl ethyl
 
ketone to remove any organic stains such as transferred
 
adhesive from the protective paper on the window, finger­
prints, or other body oils.
 
4) 	 Isopropyl alcohol wash - Following the methyl ethyl ketone
 
wash, the window shall be washed with chemically pure
 
isopropyl alcohol as the final washing step to remove any
 
residues from the previous washings
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5) 	 Inspection - The cleanliness ol the window can be determined 
by reflected light. A fluorescent tube about one foot long 
should be used. Enclose the tube in a metal container (shim 
stock wrapped around the tube will be suitable). The enclo­
sure should have a 1/16 x 4 inch-long slit milled in it so that 
a uniform beam of light can be reflected from the surface of 
the 	glass.
 
in the case of coated windows, the uniformity of the color of the reflected 
light will indicate the degree of cleanliness. 
The general washing procedure monitored above in the window cleaning 
operation involves the following steps­
1) 	 Saturate a Johnson and Johnson "Preptic1 absorbent cotten
 
ball or the equivalent with solvent.
 
2) 	 Wash a small section of the window at a time. Apply suf­
ficient pressure on the cotton ball to release a desired
 
amount of solvent so that running does not become
 
excessive. 
3) 	Immediately wipe the washed portion of the window with
 
a clean, dry, lint-free, soft cotton cloth to absorb all of
 
the solvent before it evaporates.
 
4) 	Repeat the procedure until the entire window has been washed 
with one solvent before proceeding to the next solvent 
5) 	 When the cleaning operation has been completed, examine
 
the window for uniformity of cleanliness. If dirty areas
 




The on-pad cleaning procedure was able to randomly get the window excep­
tionally clean. The use of the word randomly is in the following context. 
Step five of the on-pad cleaning procedure is concerned with inspection. Due 
to the technqiue described above, one cannot absolutely determine the clean­
liness of the window. However, if the window is placed in the intense light
generated in the system described under the section titled Experimental 
Apparatus, using the on-pad clean procedures, it is possible to obtain an 
exceptionally clean window, therefore, the word randomly characterizes the 
inspection technique rather than actual cleaning procedure 
In the on-pad cleaning procedure there is a subsection concerned with the 
general washing procedure. Step 3 of that procedure is worthy of comment 
at this point. A baby diaper that has been washed many times is an extremely 
good approximation of the clean, dry, lint-free, soft cotton cloth specified in 
the procedure Gently wiping the surface with this baby diaper removes any 
remaining lint and results in a window having only extremely small amounts 
of light scatter. 
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In ref. 1, note was made of the use of the Honeywell cleaning procedure on 
various Vycor windows During the course of that work it was noted that the 
surface of window 246 (HEA coated window) appeared relatively milky This 
appearance was still evident at the beginning of this investigation However, 
the application of the on-pad clean procedure eliminated this opaque film. 
Subsequent recleaning using the Honeywell cleaning procedure resulted in the 
partial reestablishment of that film It would appear that the MICRO deter­
gent chemically reacts in some manner with the HEA coating that has been 
placed on the surface of the window It is also apparent that in some way the 
chemicals used (i e , methyl-ethyl-ketone and isopropyl alcohol) also ap­
parently react with the film which is a result of the reaction previously 
mentioned. Due to the scope of this work, no efforts were made to identify 
the chemical reactions discussed above. 
It should be mentioned that if either of the two cleaning procedures was used, 
with the inspection technique which is described as step 4 of the Honeywell 
procedure, the windows would appear equally clean to the naked eye This 
statement excludes window 246 which had a Milky film 
APOLLO GLASS SPECIMENS 
The dimensions of the Apollo glass specimens are given in Figure 6. The 
material used m the Apollo window specimen was a Corning Glass Works 
product in accordance with Grumman Aircraft Corp. Specification LSM 14­
4404. The inboard surface of the glass was coated with high-efficiency, 
anti-reflectance coating Grumman Aircraft Corp Specification LSM 14-4402. 
The outboard surface of the glass was coated with a multilayer blue-red 
coating according to Grumman Aircraft Corp Specification LSM 14-4403 
Shipped with the Apollo glass specimen was paper work which documented 
the following The outboard section contained RTV remnants There was a 
note to the effect that a fingerprint was removed from the inboard surface 
near the center of the glass speci-men The materials used for the cleaning 
were noted to be ethyl alcohol and isopropyl alchol This cleaning was per­
formed on 19 Ivlarch 1969 
During the period of time that this window was in the possession of Honeywell, 
it was handled with the utmost care To best of our knowledge no additional 
contamination was added to the surface nor was any of the contamination 
ori.ginally present intentionally removed 
PREDICTION OF VISUAL THRESHOLDS FOR STAR MAGNITUDES 
PREMISES FOR STELLAR THRESHOLD MODEL 
People with normal vision making observations from earth under normally 
clear atmospheric conditions are able to detect stars up to about the 6th 
magnitude. This range nay be extended to the 7th magnitude when viewing 
/ 15 
2.00 
2.60 /-,ternal sirface NS 
0.040 x 450 chamfer0.123 typ 2 places 
Figure 6 Apollo Glass Specimen 
where haze and extraneous light attenuation factors are sigmficantly reduced 
Although many factors are related to optimal viewing conditions, four general 
factors can be defined that play a large role in the detection of a specific 
star- (1) the viewer's adaptation level, (2) the illuminance level of the 
star in the plane of the viewer's eye, (3) background luminance level and 
(4) the viewer's knowledge of star location. For our purpose, two assump­
tions have been made regarding these four factors (1) the adaptation level 
oC the viewer corresponds to the existing luminance level, and (2) the viewer 
is knowledgeable concerning the location of the star The acceptance of 
these two assumptions greatly simplifies the star threshold prediction task 
and, in addition, makes it possible to draw on some available probability­
of-detection data to supplement the detection threshold values 
Stellar magnitude, as established is based on sea level illunnance levels 
Consequently, to predict star magnitude threshold values from spacecraft, it 
is necessary to correct stellar magnitude values for light losses due to 
atmospheric absorption and scatter Baker (ref 3) has equated this factor 
to a 30 percent increase in illumination at cne edge of the atmosphere This 
value converted to star magnitude extends the magnitude range by a factor of 
0. 22 
Viewing with the prescribed monocular telescope is herein idealized We 
consider the telescope to be a perfect optical instrument Thus, optical 
aberrations which may reduce image quality and illumination to some degree 
are ignored Only the transmittance and light amplification factors which 
correspond to the characteristics of a typical telescope are considered. 
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Backwell's Tiffany study (ref. 4) and Hardy's treatment (ref 5) of Blackwell's 
data are used as a basis for a visual star detection prediction model. The 
specific reasons for such a choice are presented in ref. I 
Figure 7 was developed in ref. 1 to serve as our stellar prediction threshold 
model. It is repeated here for ready reference The abscissa corresponds 
to the background luminance levcl which is superimposed upon the star
luminance. On the righihand ordinate or margin an illumination scale has 
been included which permits the reader to relate a threshold value to a cor­
responding illunination value (Et) The illumination scale is a logarithmic 
scale with values expressed in positive form in accordance with mathematical 
convention. Thus, a characteristic of (-8 00) would have an equivalent form 
of (4 00 - 12 00) 
_____ __________-7-12-3 I 
____-___ 
Probability of detecton 90/ 
-4 16-12 " 
A Unaided binocular vision
--- 0 Monocular telescope 
2 ­
6 r 34-12 
_ 
__2_1: ,__ 1-__ 





10-5 10-4 10-3 10-2 10-i 100 101 13 
Background luminance, L. (foot Iamberts) 
Figure 7. Star Magnitude Detection Threshold versus
 
Background Luminance (in space)
 
The star threshold model is simply a two-curve plot with two scales that 
permit relating thresholds either in terms of stellar magnitude or illumination 
in units of foot candles All values have bccn corrected to read star magnitude
thresholds for the 90 percent probability of detection level and for exoatmo­
spheric viewing conditions 
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DISCUSSION OF STAR THRESHOLD MODEL FOR SEXTANT TELESCOPE 
A stellar magnitude threshold curve has been generated that corresponds to 
a sextant telescope with a 32-mm objective lens, 4-rm exit pupil, a magni­
fication factor (liM) of 8X and a light transmittance factor (Q) of 0 65 The 
telescope threshold values are based on the premise that illumination fUom 
the background is decreased by the transmitance factor 0 65 and that il­
lumination from a star is increased by the numerical factor 41. 6. The factor 
41 6 is arrived at by calculating the product of M 2 wor by the more accepted 
method of multiplying the transmittance factor time the square of the ratio 
of the objective lens to the exit pupil. 
It is assumed that the pupil of the eye is always as large or larger than or of 
the same size as the exit pupil of the monocular telescope 
To correct for the expected change in star magnitude threshold values when 
viewing through a telescope of these characterlst3cs, we first corrected for 
the threshold change resulting in a background luminance level reduction and 
then considered the stellar illumination increase Star magnitude was not 
been altered for the window transmittance factor because the nominal 
transmittance was near 1. 0 and thus its effect is second order. 
The former correction may be made by a number of methods One method 
would be to reler to the star magnitude curve for the unaided eye. Using each 
-decade interval (10 5 , 10 - 4 ) on the abscissa as reference points and, from 
points on the absicassa corresponding to 0 65 x these reference points, con­
struct vertical lines to the above unaided eye detection curve At these 
junctions draw horizontal lines back to the vertical grid line corresponding 
to each of their respective reference values. These junctions would then 
serve as loci to construct a curve which would correct star magnitude thresh­
old for the background luminance reduction occurring with a prescribed 
telescope 
Although this procedure is straightforward, a measure of accuracy can be 
gained by constructing a plot of contrast threshold versus background lumi­
nance based on Hardy's star magnitude thresholds for a 0 01-minute stLmulus 
size This information is presented as Figure 8 
Contrast thresholds are determined from an enlarged plot of Figure 8 These 
contract threshold values are then used to determine the illumination thresh­
old (Et) in foot candles These illumination threshold values thus correspond 
to stellar magnitude thresholds while viewing with our prescribed telescope 
with consideration given only to the background luminance change that would 
result due to the transmittance factor. 
The second step necessary is to consider the increase in stellar illumination 
realized while viewing with the telescope As stated, a 41 6 x increase in 
stellar illumination has been assumed when viewing with the sextant telescope 
This set of values then serves as the numerical base for the stellar magnitude 
threshold curve as a function of background luminance for the aided eye. 
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Figure 8. 	 Contrast Thresholds as a Function of Background 
Luminance for Stimulus Size of 0. 01 Arc Minute 
In practice, the above model has some evident shortomangs R~egarding the 
reduction in background lorninance level when viewing wi-th or without the 
telescope, it is not ikely that the viewing field wil be devoid of other stars 
Stars in close proximitiy to the viewing star will obviously contribute some­
what to hight adaptation, increasing the visual threshold In addition, instant 
dark adaptation has been assumed when in reality tis is a rather slow pro­
cess, therefore, the assumption of complete adaption is only partially correct 
for this case. 
STAR THRESHOLD CALCULATIONS 
This section summarizes the calculation techniques used in making the star 
threshold predictions Three different calculation procedures were used, 
one for each of the following conditions. the window distant from the planet, 
the wvindow near the planet, and back reflections inside the spaeecraft Each 
of these has been descri-bed in detil in ref. 1 
The condition where the window is distant from a planet is the easiest and 
will be discussed first The illumination incident (foot candles) on the win­
dow can be assumed collhmated and incident from a single direction There­
fore, the two-dimensional experimental scatter data is directly applicable. 
The incident i-llumination is multiplied by the percent of scattering to give 
the scattered contribution to the background luminance This background 
value is used to obtain the star magnitude threshold A numerical example 
of this particular calculation is presented in Appendix B 
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The technique describing the 'indow near the planet situation follows- the 
two-dimensional experimental scattering data could not be applied directly 
to this three-dimensional physical condition, so a somewhat realistic but 
ighly simplifled calculatlon scheme was devised The illumination incident 
on the spacecraft window was calculated for conical segments symmetric 
about the window normal 
Two experimental two-dimensional angles fall in the conical segment. All 
the energy was assumed to be contained in the first quadrant. For the con­
ditions where the illumination was contained in more than one conical section, 
the total scatter luminance was computed by summing the individual contri­
butions. 
Back reflection inside the spacecraft was considered in two separate ways 
First, the trdnsmitted light beam was assumed to reflect from an 85 percent 
diffuse reflection space suit one foot from the window. Because the entire 
6-inch diameter beam was assumed to be reflected from the suit, the suit 
was approximated by a semi-infinite diffuse plane. Reflections off the win­
dow (see Appendlx C for experimental data) as well as scattering were 
included in the computati on 
The interior of the spacecraft was also modeled by a 9-foot diameter sphere 
that diffusely reflected 85 percent of the illumination. Again, the specular
reflection measured in the laboratory (Appendix C) was included in the compu­
taiional scheme To sinplify the numerical effort, a computer program was 
written to accomplish the conputations Results for each of the above modejs 
are presented in the next section, along with the data which assumed no 
internal reflections 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
INTRODUCTION 
Scatter measurements were performed on two separate windows as well as 
on a sample specimen that had been flown on an Apollo nission Both of 
the windows were HEA-coated [an Optical Coatings Laboratory Inc %(OCLT)
proprietary antireflection coating] Using the scatter distributions for each 
respective window, threshold conditions were computed under which an 
astronaut could detect a star through such background luminance as was af­
forded by the scattered light (or reflected light from the spacecraft interior) 
All of the experimental data obtained during the course of the experiment is 
presented in Appendix C The ob3ective of thls eifort was to obtain from that 
data the maximum, minimum, and the arithmetic average values of star 
magnitude that could be detected. 
An anomalous condition was discovered regarding the cleaning techniques 
used The Honeywell technique used in ref. 1 was originally to be replaced 
in this study by the on-pad technique used by NASA When the on-pad 
technique was utilized, the scatter levels were slightly lower than those 
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measured in ref 1. In order that a proper reference (in time) be readily 
available, the windows were contaminated and recleaaed using the Honeywell 
technique. Subsequent remeasurement of the scattering characteristics of 
the windows resulted in slightly more scatter than obtained after the on-pad 
cleaning, but still less scatter than that originally obtained using the Honeywell 
procedure as described in ref. 1. 
To hold down the size of this report not all of the available data has been put 
on graphs It is felt that sufficient understanding of the trends of the available 
data can be obtained from data encompassing selected maximum and minimum 
scatter values 
SCATTER IMEASUREMENTS 
Figures 9 through 12 illustrate the scattering distributions at the particular 
window incident orientation (Y angles) where the maximum and the minimum 
scattering occurs for windows 244 and 246 after contamination. Window 244 
was contamnated in the vacuum system by the offgassing products of the 
room-temperature-cured RTV. The data presented for window 246, on the 
other hand, was obtained after the window was contaminated from the prod­
ucts of the high-temperature-cured RTV The discontinuous character of 
the data indicates a few data inputs during the course of the experiment that 
are not scattering data. 
The discontinuities evident in Figures 9 through 12 are due to physical 
constraints inherent in the measurement apparatus and the physics of the 
problem The data for those discontinuties are presented in Appendix C. In 
particular, referring to Figure 9, WR denotes the specular reflection from 
the window As the window-gun angle increases (3 e , 1Y>00) the specular 
reflection from the window is incident on the photometer at larger 0 values 
Although a valid measurement can be (and was) made at this position, the , 
data, from a scattering standpoint, is anomalous Also when the photometer 
is rotated to 6 = 90 degrees or 270 degrees, WVE, the line of sight is parallel 
with the front and back surfaces of the window In effect, the measurement 
is of the background only The notation TB refers to the transmitted beam 
The intense 6-mnch diameter beam is, to a large extent, transmitted by the 
window(s) Agatin, measurements could have been made but they would have 
indicated the transmittance of the window and not the scattering in a particular 
direction When the photometer is rotated such that the blackbody is flooded 
by the transmitted beam, the photometer views a background (the illummnated 
blackbody) that is of higher intensity than the scattering Consequently, 
measurement cannot be made at this position In like manner, the blackbody 
cannot be placed directly in the path of The light beam which is specularly re­
flected from the window This instance is denoted BR 
Of particular interest is a direct comparison of Figures 9 and 10 These 
data were obtained after the windows were subjected to outgassing from RTV 
in a vacuum environment These curves include the locations where the 
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Contaminated with Room-Temperature-Cured RTV 
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distributions are quite similar This likeness is remarkable in light of the 
differences in the contamination history of the two windows By referring to 
Appendix C other similarities are evident in the bulk of the scattering data 
Quantitative data has also been obtained for the windows after cleaning with 
the Honeywell procedure as well as the NASA on-pad procedure This data 
is presented in Appendix C. 
Specifically, the scatter levels obcained from the windows cleaned by the on­
pad procedure were somewhat less than obtained in the first phase of this 
contract (ref 1) There was a contaminant film that caused the scatter levels 
of window 246 (in ref. 1) to be about an order of magnitude greater than for 
all other windows considered. The on-pad cleaning procedure used in the 
investigation removed some of (or reacted with) that film In so doing, the 
light scatter levels were diminished somewhat There is no quantitative 
measure of the mechanism affecting this phenomena However, it is as­
sumed that for that particular HEA-coated window (note- 244 is also an OCLI 
HEA- coated window), some form of chemical interaction with the coating 
apparently had occurred. 
In order that a data base be established in the same time frame, the windows 
(244 and 246) were re-cleaned using the Honeywell procedure Subsequent 
scatter measurements proved to be quite interesting. The scatter levels 
were generally lower than those obtained in ref. 1, but they were lugher than 
those obtained after cleaning with the on-pad cleaning procedure The 
quantitative results were confirmed by qualitative visual observations of each 
window 
One possible explanation of the results described above is that the MICRO 
detergent used in the Honeywell procedure to clean the windows reacts 
chemically with the antireflection coating The chemicals used in the on­
pad cleaning procedure also apparently react with the products of the previous
reaction, elimnating them from a light-scatter standpoint. 
The scattering distribution was also measured from a test blank flown on an 
Apollo mission and acquired inflight on an Apollo nssion and acquired in­
flight by EVA These data are presented in Appendix C. The general scatter 
levels from the Apollo specimen were higher than those obtained from the 
clean or the contaminated windows. It is, however, obvious that this sample 
had undergone more severe contamination during its history than did the 
windows The information has qualitative bearing for any future efforts of 
this nature due to the handling of the sample. 
OUTGASSING STUDIES 
During the course of the outgassing studies, several observations have been 
recorded. They are included here for conpleteness 
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Initially, the vacuum system was operated without either RTV or a window 
present. The heaters were energized and the copper backing plates brought 
up to and maintained at 200IF After the initial system outgassing was ter­
-
minated, a vacuum of 3 2 x 10 7 torr was maintained for five days. No ap­
preciable outgassing was evident upon comp]etion of the heating vacuum 
period. The window and the high-temperature-cured RTV were then inserted 
into the system and a vacuum was reestablished Once the vacuun was 
obtained, the heaters were energized and the RTV was brought up to and 
maintained at 200 0 F This resulted in immediate and extreme outgassing 
(visibly evident) The inner surface of the glass bell jar was covered with 
droplets of a transparent fluid Each component wihlin the system likenIse 
appeared "wet" The fluid was obviously a product of the RTV outgassing. 
The vacuum gauge also provided information concerning the outgassing The 
pressure rose considerably upon heating the RTV Upon reaching 200'F , it 
took about two days of pumping to obtain a low enough vacuum so that the 
;mass spectrometer could be used (3 x 10-6 torr) The best vacuum obtained 
7
 
after one week of pumping was 1 x 10-7 torr, where a vacuum of 3 2 x 10
­
was easily reached before the RTV was inserted and heated This outgas­
sing was so severe that the sensing head (photomultiplier tube) of the mass 
spectrometer was severly contaminated The mass spectrometer would not 
operate initially because of the large amounts of liquid contamination present. 
To remedy the problem, a heater tape was placed around the sensing head 
and the head was baked at about 175°F This heating of the sensing head 
increased the system pressure by two orders of magnitude for about 24 hours. 
After heating, the mass spectrometer was again energized and operated 
normally. 
Subsequent insertion of the second window (244) with room-temperature­
cured RTV samples resulted in less apparent outgassing in the system The 
window upon completion of the tests, also had less visible contamination, 
the measurements verified this observation. One can chemically interpret 
the cause of this result To ascertain that a high-temperature-cured specimen 
from that particular lot of RTV would cure completely through the sample, an 
experiment was conducted. A 2-inch cube of ETV was cast and cured with 
the high-temperature procedure Three days after curing was complete, the 
cube was cut in two and examined The cure was complete throughout the 
sample Thus a theory that only the outer surface cured was proven wrong 
Another qualitative test was run near the end of the investigation to ensure 
that the observed results were without error The vacuum system was pre­
pared and high-temperature-cured RTV-560 was inserted with a clean 
window The system was pumped down and heating begun in the same fashion 
as for window 246. The initial condensation of outgassing products occurred 
at about the same time after heating and the quantity was approximately the 
same. After the RTV reached 200°F, Lhe contamnation within the belljar 
and on the window and fixtures visually had the same appearance After the 
system had been heated for three days (a shorter period than before) the 
window was removed from the vacuum station It appeared to be contaminated 
to a degree comparable with window 246 No mass spectrometer data was 
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taken during this test. Scatter measurements were not performed on the 
window after contamination. Qualitatively, however, the state of containa­
tion was comparable to window 246 
The mass spectrometer scans of the residual gas composition in the vacuum 
system after each of the RTV samples was heated are presented in Appendix 
D Those scans indicate that large quantities of hydrogen are present OTher 
elements such as nitrogen and oxygen are also evident, but to a lesser degree. 
The identification of outgassing products from RTV 560 as determined by 
Pustinger and IHodgson (ref. 6) is presented in Table 1. Each of the compounds 
identified in that study contained large concentrations of hydrogen This 
bears out the mass spectrometer data taken herein A gas chromatogram of 
the outgassing products of R3TV 560 has also been obtained in ref 6 This 
data is presented in Figure 13 for reference 
TABLE 1 - GAS-OFF PRODUCTS FROM SILICONE, RTV 560 
[ref. 61 
Weight of Component 
(mag/10 gms Candidate Material) 
Component 14 Days 130 Days 160 Days 9 Days 
(68°C) (25 0C) (25°C)50(25 
Methanol 0 04 N D 0 004 N D. 
Acetone 0 003 0 006 0. 007 0 003 
Ethanol 0 09 0.1 0 4 0 3 
Toluene 0.001 0.01 N D. N.D. 
Xylene 0.002 0.005 N D N.D. 
Carbon monoxide 0 003 0 001 0 004 0 005 
N D = Not detected 
Other specific data has been documented by McPherson (ref. 7) The prop­
erties of RTV 560 obtained in that study are given in Table 2. Typical 
weight loss data for RTV 560 are given in Figures 14 and 15 Of particular 
significance 1o this study is the mass spectrometer data as obtained by 
McPherson (ref. 7) and presented in Figures 16 and 17. 
The glass microscope slides which were placed in the vacuum system were 
sent to the contract monitor at NASA/Ames Research Center for his use and 
disposal. The sodium chloride flats which were placed in the system were 
placed in theBeckman spectrophotometer for JR scanning The results of 
these scans are presented in Appendix D These data confirm the qualitative 
and quantitative results evidenced in the RTV outgassing studies of the room 
and igh-temperature-cured samples 
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Figure 13 	 Gas Chromatogram of Gas -Off Prcoducts 
from Silicon, RTV 560 (60 days 25°C) 
TABLE 2 - TYPICAL CURED PROPERTIES OF IRTV 560 [ref 7] 
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF WINDOWS CONTAMINATED BY RTV 
IN A VACUUM ENVIRONMENT 
To ensure that a permanent visible record of the state of contamination 
would be available, photographs were taken of the contaminated windows 
Specifically, Figure 18 shows window 244 after contamination by the outgas­
sing from room-temperature-cuied RTV in a vacuum environment. The spots 
are scatter centers which developed during the condensation of the outgassani 
products The bright circular area is the lens image as seen in Figure 1 
Figure 19, on the other hand is the analogous photograph of window 246 after 
contamination by the outgassing from high-temperature-cured RTV in a 
vacuum environment. The entire window is covered with the condensed 
products of offgassing. The light source so evident in Figure 18 cannot 
be seen due to the transparent nature of the condensed film The relaiLve 
order of magnitude of the outgassing effects on vision through spacecraft 
windows is obvious from the two figures discussed above. 
Of particular interst is a comparison of the light scatter from the windows 
under various states of contamination. This comparison can be made by 
referring to Figure 26 of ref. 1 where the two windows (244 and 246) are 
shown in a clean condition. 
A very complete discussion of the field of organosilicon chemistry is pre­
sented in ref. 8 This discussion is a quantitative basis for the substanti­
ation of the results seen in this study, that is, the high-temperature-cured 
RTV 560 outgassing much more than the room-temperature-cured RTV 560. 
Briefly the results discussed in ref. 8 can be summarized as follows An 
interchange and equilibration can be affected thermally. Monvolatile polyner 
was found to rearrange and yield distillable dimethylcyclosiloxanes upon 
heating to 4000C These siloxanes are obvious in the data taken during IR 
scans of the microscope slides as presented in Appendix D The particular 
reactions and their causes are described in detail in ref 8 The reference 
also documents our results from a theoretical and a specific experimental 
standpoint 
DETECTION THRESHOLDS 
The data from the two windows and the two-window combination was used to 
make star magnitude detection threshold predictions based on the vision 
theory outlined earlier in this report for a specific source of luminance. The 
windows studied were HEA coated designated as 244 and 246. Star magnitude 
detection threshold predictions are presented for each window in an uncon­
taniinated ( 'clean' ) , condition, for window 244 after contamination in a vacuum 
environment by offgassant products of room cured RTV, and for window 246 
after contamination in a vacuun environment by offgassant products of high­
temperature cured RTV. 
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The first star magnitude threshold predictions are presented in Tables 3 and 
These star threshold values are presented for each contaminated window 
studied illuminated by an external source of light. 
The tables contain star threshold values for the maximum, minimum, and 
average scattering values measured for the -windows specified Specific 
values of T and 0 are given for the maximum and minimum The star 
threshold computations are based on two modes of observations, i. e , the 
naked eye and the telescope Maximum means the largest valid scattering 
value measured. Obviously measurements made of the transmitted beam, 
the specular reflection, or if the blackbody in the transmitted beam would be 
greatest in magnitude However, such measurements are not considered 
valid scattering measurements. For example, when T = 0 deg, the transmit­
ted beam extends from 6 of 165 to 195 degrees Therefore, the valid data 
points adjoining this segment are 6 of 160 degrees and 200 degrees (see Ap­
pendix C). Other anomalous data points are also self evident in the raw data 
sheets presented in Appendix C The minimum data point refers to the 
lowest valid scattering value measured, the average refers to an arithmetic 
average of the maximum and the minimum scattering for the window consid­
ered 
Table 3 indicates that, using a sextant telescope, an astronant in a space­
craft that is distant from the earth or moon will be able to see stars brighter 
than a magnitude of 4. 5 through a contaminated window With the naked eye, 
an astronaut would have extreme difficulty detecting the usual navigational 
stars under background conditions produced by the light scatter from con­
taminated windows studied under this program. 
The star magnitude prediction thresholds for 'clean' windows are presented 
in Tables 5 and 6. These values are presented for illumination-by light 
sources of interest These predictions are presented for comparison with 
the predictions given in Tables 3 and 4 for contaminated windows Comments 
previously given that describe the structure of the tables are also applicable 
for Tables 5 and 6 
POLYMERIZATION OF OUTGASSING 
Polymerization of condensed outgassing products on the collector drastically 
changes the properties of the condensate Subsequent gassing of the collector 
is diminished and optical characteristics are altered The most common 
polymerization agent is the ultraviolet component of solar energy It appears 
plausible that recurring window problems during Apollo flights are due to the 
combination of outgassing and UV-induced polymerization Therefore, ad­
ditional experiments duplicating the effect of cure on scattering but involving 
UV irradiation of the window during the outgassng are recommended in future 
studies of this nature. 
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TABLE 3. - STAR MAGNITUDE PREDICTIONS, SINGLE WINDOWS 
Mode of5 





Earth at 2 x 10 KnIlEarth at 10 Km 
Window Window 
244 246 244 F 246 
1 -1 
° °
Y = 800 y = 60o V = 800 Y = 60 = 80 Y = 60 
0 	 = 120' 0 =100* 0 = 1200 0= 1000 0 = 1200 = 1000 
Telescope 4 30 3.2 3.80 4 50 3 50 3 40
 
Eye -0 20 -1.05 -0 80 0.00 1 00 -1 20
 
300S = 300 Y = 50' Y = = 500o = 300 = 50° 
=0 =230' 0 z 250' 0 230' 0 = 2500 e = 230' 0 = 2500 
Telescope 6.70 4.20 8 80 7 20 8 70 6 60
 
EYe 2.20 -0 25 4 60 3.10 4 40 2 30
 
b.0 
c Telescope 4.20 2.70 5 30 5.00 5 20 5.00
a) 	 Eye -0 30 -0 17 0 80 0 50 0 70 0.60 
Mode of Moon at 3 8x 105Kr- Earth at 200 Km Moon at 130 in
 
Window Window Window 
I 244 246 244 * 246 244 246
 
! ,. __ ___ (a) (b) ,,
 
S= 80' = 60' = 80' I = 60' V = 80' T = 60' 
0 = 1200 6 = 100' 0 = 120 0 = 1000 0 = 120' 6 = 100' 
id Telescope 4 50 5 40 1.90 0.00 3 50 1.70 
_, Eye 0 00 1 00 -2 55 -4 95 -1.20 -2 75 
50°
Y = 30 j = 50 f=30' " = Y = 30 "T= 50' 
0 = 1200 0 =250 0 =230' 0 = 250 0 = 230' 0 = 2500 
I	Telescope 9 20 7 75 5 70 2.75 6 70 5.00 
Eye 5 00 3 45 1.35 -1 40 2 30 0 50 
b.0 
d 	Telescope 6.40 5 90 2 00 0 25 4.75 1 85
 
Eye1 80 1 50 -3.25 -4 25 0 35 -0 75
 
aWindow 244 - Contaminated by room-temperature-cured RTV 
bWindow 246 - Contaminated by high-temperature-cured RTV 
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TABLE 4. - STAR MAGNITUDE PREDICTIONS, MULTIPLE
 
WINDOWS, 244 AND 246 
Modservo Sun at 1 AU Earth at 2 x 10 5 Km1 Earth at 10 5Kmn 
0a 60' 1Y= 60' 
a =100 0 = 100 0 =100' 
Telescope 1.30 3 00 2.10 
Eye -3.00 -1.40 -2. 20 
0= 100 0 =100 0 =1000 
Telescope 5.80 6. 80 7 70 
Eye 1.25 2 50 3 20 
Telescope 1. 80 3. 15 2.40 
! Eye -2 60 -1.35 -2.00 
Mode of o Moon at 3. 8 x 105 Earth at 200 Km Moon at 130 Km 
bservatin 60 = 600 q= 60 
0 = 100 ° 0 = 100 0 =100° 
Telescope 4.00 0 00 1 00 
Eye -0.50 
'?y= 0 ° 
-4.50 
V = 0 ° 
-3 50 
T = 0 ° 
0 = 100 ° 0 = 100 e = 100 
Telescope 7 90 2. 50 5.25 
_ -2. 0 0. 75 
Telescope 4. 1 0 25 1 50 
Eye -0 3 -4.30 -3.05 
'Window 244 - Contaminated by room-temperature-cured RTV 
Window 246 - Contaminated by high-temperature-cured RTV 
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TABLE 5. - STAR MAGNITUDE PREDICTIONS, SINGLE WINDOWS 
MIode of 05iErha 5 
Observation Sun at 1 AU Earth at 2 x 10 Km Earth at 105 K 
Window Window Window 
244 246 244 246 244 246 
__________ (a)_ I b ______ ____________ 
=
Y 60° VY = 50'0 = 60' T = 50' T = 60 T = 50 
& = 100* 0 &100' 0 = 1000 6 = 1000 6 = 1000 0 = 1000 
Telescope 5.'50 3 70 4 90 5 10 4 00 4 10 
Eye 1.00 -0 75 0 15 0 60 -0 50 0 30 
=S= 80o Y = 80 V = 80 '! = 80' T = 80'0 80' 
= =0=220' 0 = 210' 0 220' 0 210' 0 = 220' & = 210' 
r Telescope 9.50 6 50 9 60 8 00 9 60 7 50 
Eye 5.25 2.25 5. 65 3 75 5 40 3 20 
Telescope 6 00 4 25 7.35 5.80 6.40 5 70 
Eye 1 50 -0 25 3.00 1 25 2.00 1 20 
Mode of Moot 3.58x lo5 Km Earth at 200 Kin Moon at 130 Km 
naObservation 
Wi ndow J indow Window 
244 246 244 J 246 244 1 246 
l{=60'O T =50' =60' Y =50' = 600o =50o 
0 =100'0 6=100'0 6=100' 6 = 100'0 0=100'0 6 =1000 
STelescope 5 80 5.95 2 40 1 00 4 10 2 25 
Eye 1 30 1 40 -2 10 -3.75 -0 30 -2 20 
o
= 80' Y = 80' ?=80' I = 80 '=80 T = 80° 




















Telescope 7 75 6 30 2 50 1 25 4. 60 2 50 
Eye 3 45 2 00 -2 05 -3.25 0 20 -2 30 
aWndow 244 - Honeywell cleaning procedurebWindow 246 - Honeywell cleaning procedure 
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TABLE 6 - STAR MAkGINITUDE PREDICTIONS, MULTIPLE 
WINDOWS, 244 AND 246 
10at m10 

bservation Erh m atK
 
Mode of Sun at 1 AU 2 E h at 10 5 Km 
0
== 600 =60' = 60' 
6 = 100 0 =100 0= 1000 
Telescope 3.30 5 10 3 75 
Eye -1 15 j 0.50 -0 75 
= 60 = 60 Y = 60' 
0 = 220' 0 = 220' 0 = 2200 
Telescope 6 75 8 00 7.75 
e, Eye 2. 35 3 75 3 40 
Cd 
F]- Telescope 3 80 5.80 5 40 
Eye -0 45 1.30 1.00 
Mode of 5oo 
Observaon Moon at 3. 8 x 105 Earth at 200 Km Moon at 130 Km 
Y= 60 t= 600 = 60 
0= 100 0 =100 0 =100° 
Telescope 5 60 0. 50 1 70 
Eye s 10 -4 60 -2 75 
=' 60' T =- 60' ly = 60' 
0 = 220' 0 = 220' 0 = 220' 
Telescope 8 10 3 25 5 90
 
Eye 3 90 -0 80 1. 50
 
Telescope 6 10 0 75 1 90
 
Eye 1. 60 -3 75 -2. 10
 
Window 244 - H1oneywell cleanng procedure
 





A vacuum station was fixtured so that spacecraft windows could be contam­
inated under conditions similar to the spacecraft environment. The light 
scatter from these windows in various directions was determined using an 
apparatus designed and fabricated under Phase I of tis contract (ref. 1) 
Star threshold predictions were made using light scatter data 
together with predictions of illumination incident on spacecraft in various 
orbit positions 
The 	resu]is of this investigation produced several significant conclusions: 
) 	 The NASA - Apollo on-pad cleaning technique removes
 
contamination which the Honeywell technique does not.
 
o 	 High-temperature-cured RTV-560 outgasses more upon
 




o 	 A glass specimen flown on an Apollo mission and recovered 
by EVA displayed a scatter distribution characteristic of 
highly contaminated windows 
e 	 After outgassing RTV-560 (either room-or high-temperature­
cured) in a vacuum environment surrounding the windows, 
the star thresholds are greatly reduced 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Based on the investigation findings, Honeywell recommends that for any 
further studies, consideration be given to: 
o 	 Obtaining a time history of the light scatter from the window 
during outgassing 
" 	 Further identifying the cure schedules concerning the
 
effects on RTV outgassing properties
 
o 	 A specific determination of the effects evident on window ­
246 after washing with the various procedures 








Considerable concern has been recently expressed within the scientific com­
munity as to the probability of degradation of Apollo vehicle-based solar and 
stellar optical experiments and the lack of suitable navigation by astronauts 
as a result of various contaminants emanating from the spacecraft and con­
densing on the windows Preliminary estimates suggest the possibihty of 
"debris comet" up to several kilometers in diameter surrounding some ve­
hicles. Depending upon the size, density, and composition of the components
of such a cloud which condense on the windows of the spacecraft, the astro­
nautS' vision through the windows could be seriously degraded. 
Since widespread concern over the contamination problem has only recently 
been aroused, little information is available on the subject. This review of 
the literature is brief and only includes those references containing informa­
tion which directly bear on this study. 
An initial effort which preceded this invesiigation has been published as refer­
ence 1. In that work, an apparatus was constructed to determine the angular
distribution of forward and backward scattering of collimated light with approxi­
mately the solar spectra incident on clean spacecraft windows with various 
coatings. Knowing the incident luminous flux, the absolute scatter distribution 
was described in dimensionless form. 
Measurements were made on one MgF 2 coated, two HEA coated and one un­
coated Corning 7913 glass windows. The angle of incidence of the collimated 
beam of light was varied as was the viewing angle for all windows. Each 
window was cleaned prior to the measurement with the best laboratory clean­
ing procedures known. This cleaning was performed to minimize scatter by
contamination. 
A rather extensive study of outgassing characteristics of polymers was per­
formed by Muraca and Whittick (ref. 2). The basic objective of their program 
was to assist the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in the selection of polymeric
materials to be used in connection with spacecraft design, Special attention 
was given to the determination of the effects of a simulated spacecraft environ­
ment on selected commercial products. The theory of the release and conden­
sation of substances from polymers exposed to the thermal vacuum environ­
ment is discussed in detail. The equipment and procedures used for identi­
fying and measuring the release of volatile condensible material are described. 
Pustinger and Hodgson (ref. 6) tested 98 candidate materials for space cabin 
construction to establish possible volatile outgassing and oxidation products. 
Test conditions were designed to simulate the normal space cabin environment. 
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After pretreatment at 0. 1 torr and at 25 0C, candidate materials were stored 
in bench-scale simulators for 14 days at 681C, and for 30, 60 and 90 days at 
251C, in a 5 psia oxygen atmosphere with 20 to 40 percent relative humidity.
Individual components of the volatile contaninants were identified and the 
quanti-ies evolved were estimated by gas chromatographic and mass spectro­
metric analyses. In addition to the outgassing experiments, a cryogenic sys­
tem for serial trapping of atmospheric contaminants was constructed for use 
at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. Gas chromatographic and nass 
spectrometric analyses were performed on four sanpies of atmospheres from 
bioenvxronnental systenis. 
McPherson (ref. 7) identified nonmetallic materials exposed to space vacuum 
for the Apollo system. Outgassing properties for most of these materials 
were obtained from the literature or by experiment. Materials discharging 
and leaking from. spacecraft systems and cabins were identified quantitatively
and qualitatively. An evaluation was made of the probability of contaminants 
in the debris cloud condensing on critical optLeal elements. Deleterious ef­
fects on the results of all experiments could result from such condensation. 
since the cloud contains materials which condense at Apollo system operating 
temperatures. Specific and general recommendations are made in the report
for reducing the contaminants' threats and for deriving more conclusive 
results. 
Bolstad et al (ref. 8) have determined the gassing characteristics of 150 can­
didate materials for use in Honeywell-developed devices on Apollo vehicles. 
The extensive investigation included identification of the major gassing pro­
ducts by gas chromatography. 
DISCUSSION OF OUTGASSTIGI 
Background
 
The advent of space research has generated considerable effort to character­
ize many nonfunctional properties of materials. These properties include 
flammability, ignition temperatures, odor, and gassing. The gassing proper­
ties are of prime importance to manned systems because of toxic effects but 
can also be of significance for unmanned systems because of the effect of con­
tamination on windows and other optical elements. 
In order to estimate the effects on light scatterng from spacecraft windows, 
it is necessary to evaluate what materials may be involved, their quantities, 
and characteristics. Thus, it is important that structural and ablative mate­
rials, surface coatings, sealants, etc. on the spacecraft can be identified 
'"Gassing" generally refers to the evolution of various species from a 
material. "Outgassing" is used when the material is in a vacuum environ­
ment and "offgassing" is used for a nonvacuum environment.
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which, through mechanisms such as outgassing, may contrfoute potential 
debris and contamination to the space contiguous to the window. Having 
identified the source materials, outgassmg characteristics of these materials 
must be established in order to determine the quantity, kind, and form of 
the contaminants potentially available to form a debris cloud. Materials 
emitted from the spacecraft systems, such as the waste management system, 
reaction control system, etc. , must also be identified, together with rates 
of emission This experimental study was concerned only with the contamma­
tion introduced by RTV 560, a General Electric silicon rubber. 
Characterization of Gassing 
The determination of gassing properties has improved with more rigorous
quantitative and objective methods as longet-term space flights were con­
sLdered. For the short-term flights of the Mercury program, materials 
were flight-quahfied (in regard to gassing) exclusively by subjective odor 
tests. For the longer flights in the Gemini, Apollo and MOL programs,
additional tests have been used for qualification of the individual gassing 
species. Programs have been established to determine toxicity thresholds 
for gassing products and possible synergistic effects, these programs are 
not directly related to window contamination, except that they have resulted 
in identification of the major gassing products. 
Reference 9 reports tne gassing characteristics of 150 candidate materials 
for use in devices on Apollo. The study included identification of the major
gassing products by gas chromatography. The major gassing products of 
the silicone rubbers, RTV-90 and RTV-503, were found to be acetone, 
ethyl alcohol, toluene, methyl-isobutyl-ketone and benzene. Recently, Crook, 
(ref 10) also completed a study of 50 candidate materials for use in Honeywell 
devices on MOL; RTV-632, RTV-881 and RTV-882 were included, but 
individual gassing products were not identified. 
RTV-560 gassing products, in terms of mass spectrometric fragmentation 
patterns, have been identified in a study of contamination aspects of the 
Apollo telescope mount (ref 7). The spectra are given as a function of time 
and temperature over an m/e (mass to charge ratio) range of 1-450 The 
majority of the fragments seen had an m/e ratio of less than 250. 
Mechanism of Gassing 
polymers, with few exceptions, are stable at temperatures below 125'C; 
RTV-560 in particular, is stable, The gassing arises from nonpolymeric 
components present in the polymers. These components include unreacted 
materials used in manufacture of the monomeric material, low polymeric 
species due to insufficient cures, catalysts used in the manufacturing 
process or curing process, residual solvents, and various additives incor­
porated into the polymer. 
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These materials outgas from an exposed surface of the polymer after diffusion 
through the polymer. Data on RTV-560 shows the gassing rate, as determined 
by sample weight loss, decreases markedly after a day or so (ref. 6 and 7). 
Since the gassing corresponds to evaporation of the gassing species from the 
exposed polymer surface, the gassing rate increases with increasing temp­
erature. Also, the diffusion of the gassing species through the polymer is 
enhanced by higher temperatures. Eventually the gassing rate decreases 
to zero as the polymer becomes depleted of the gassing species. Because 
of this, a vacuum-bake treatment can be used to "clean-up" polymers after 
curing; the "clean" polymer has markedly lower offgassing characteristics. 
Condensible Gassing Products 
The gassing products probably contaminate windows during a space flight 
as they collect or condense on them. The condensation of a particular 
gassing species is primarily a function of the temperature of the collector. 
If the collected species does not change species through reaction or poly­
merization, it will in turn be outgassed by the collector. The amount of 
condensed material will then depend on the gassing rate of the source material, 
the collection efficiency and the outgassing rate of the collector. These three 
factors typically cause the amount of condensed material to peak after 24 to 
36 hours. Subsequently, the amount decreases as the source material depletes 
and the collector outgasses. Work on RTV-560 shows about 70 percent of the 
total gassing products evolved in 24 hours are collected by a room temperature 
collector (ref. 7). The use of suitable col) ectors (e. g., sodium chloride 
flats) permits fingerprinting the collccted materials by infrared absorption 
spectra. 
If the collected gassing species react, subsequent outgassing characteristics 
of the collector would be changed. For example, ultraviolet-induced poly­
merization would produce polymers with inherently low outgassing character­
istics and such polymerized materials would be retained indefinitely by the 
collector. Figure 3-13 of reference 7 illustrates the effect of UV on a viewing 
window of a vacuum chamber; the window area exposed to UV appears hazy 
while the adjacent protected area remains clear. As a direct result of the 
data gathering tasks performed in reference 7, known material were identified 
on the Apollo command service module, the multiple docking adapter, the 
lunar module ascent stage, the ATM rack, the resupply module, the airlock 
module, the spacecraft launch adapter, and the S-IVB orbital workshop In 
particular, they found that RTV silicones manufactured by the General Electric 
Company are used as sealants around the windows, entry hatch, reaction 
control system engines, vents, and inspection doors According to unofficial 
information received from North American Aviton, the exposed surface 
area isn>the order of ayoproximately 9,000 cm for RTV 511, 5,000 cm 2 
for RTV 560 and 450 cm for RTV 577. IT. is obvious from the foregoing as 
well as the data obtained by McPherson (ref. 7) why the material chosen 
herein for the outgassing studies was RTV 560. 
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It has been demonstrated in references 6 and 7 that the main sources of high­
molecular-weight contaminants on spacecraft originate from outgassing, 
evaporation, and sublimation from the nonmetals. This investigation is 
directly concerned with the effects of contamination of ETV 560 on vision 
through spacecraft wfndows. 
Identification of Products 
Under certain simple conditions, the loss of material in vacuum by evapora­
tion and/or sablimmation is given by Knudsen-Langmuir as: 
W = 5.83 x10-2 P - 1/2 (Al) 
where: 
P = (constant exp (-k-), or the vapor pressure of the material in torr 
W = weight loss in grams per cm 2 per second 
M = molecular weight (not mass of molecule) 
13 = constant for each material 
T = temperature 
For most metals and pure simple organic compounds, the vapor pressure 
and molecular weights are relative]y well known or can be estimated w:th 
fair accuracy. For inorganic compounds, the problem is normally more 
complex because the loss of material can occur by several mechanisms; 
i_ e., molecules of the compound can evaporate and/or decompose into 
elements or simpler compounds which in turn may evaporate. Furthermore, 
when the space environment is considered, other mechanisms can be induced 
or accelerated by various types of radiation. Some organic materials of 
low molecular weight can evaporate in vacuum without decomposition, and if 
their thermodynamic properties are known, the Knudsen-Langmuir equation 
gives good estimates of losses in vacuum. 
However, most organic materials used in spacecraft are long-chain, poly­
merie compounds that can be depolymerized or unraveled in the thermal 
environment of the spacecraft into more volatile fragments of unknown 
structure and molecular weight and also suffer photolysis when exposed to 
radiation. 
The thermal unraveling of these large molecules is a complex process and 
takes place throughout the body of the material. Then there is a complicated 
diffusion and solubility problem coupled with the evaporative loss for each 
material. For polymeric materials, the calculations for weight loss in 
vacuum involve many data which are usaally unknown, or if the values are 
known, the calculations may be too complicated to be useful. It is almost 
necessary to measure the weight loss in vacuum for complex compounds. 
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Weight loss rates in vacuum for materials can be misleading if other character­
istics are not taken into account. An excellent example of this is the irradiated 
polyolefin materials. Their weight loss rates are among the lowest, but 
experience has shown that their outgassed products can severely contaminate 
nearby objects. This fact is well documented by McPherson (ref. 7). 
Based on the work of Mituraca and Whitrick (ref. 2) it is estimated that at
 
least 50 percent of the total wei]ght loss is condensable on a 25 0C surface
 
in a vacuum. All RTV-type silicones tested have failed to qualify for use
 
on spaceczaft in critical areas and were not recommended for use in the
 
proximity of critical optical and electrical components.
 
The amount of surface coverage by molecules condensing on the surface can
 
be described approxnmately as follows:
 
If n molecules strike a unit surface per unit time and remain for an average
 
time (T), then there are N molecules per unit area of surface, i. e.,
 
N = nT molecules cm - 2 (A2) 
- IThe number of molecules striking a cm 2 sec is 
102 2 n 3.52 x P (MT)Y1 / 2  (A3) 




T = 'r0 exp (Q/RT) (A4) 
where 
Q = heat of absorption 
and o is related to the lattice vibrations of the solid surface and has a value 
of about 10 12 to 10 1 4 sec. 
Equation (A4) describes the thermally driven absorption-desorption of mole­
cules on surfaces, bat, in the presence of photons, the situation is somewhat 
different. Photons can cause desorption of molecules, i. e. , photons 
(k - 2400A) desorb CO from nickel surfaces and water from cadmium and 
zinc; the latter under partial dissociation (ref. 12). Lange and Riemersma 
(ref. 13) studied photon desorption of CO from a monolayer on nickel and 
found a maximum yield of about 2 x 10 - 8 per photon ac k = 3350 Aor 3.7 ev. 
Photon interaction with molecules on surfaces can also make them stay longer
Photons excite molecules, and the reactions of these excited molecules may 
occur from an entirely different array of potential energy surfaces then 
those encountered in the thermally excited systems, 
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With the present limited quantlitat--ve knowledge of subluimated materials about 
Apollo-type spacecraft, it is difficult to make a quantitative 3udgment about 
the contamination threat for spacecraft windows. Most of the surface materials 
and large areas of the spacecraft have not been identified. Additional work 






Our star magnitude threshold determinations were made by referring to our 
raw data in the laboratory-determined scattering value and relating this value 
to the scattering level that would exist in space for the specified external­
source condition and eye-window-source configuration and orientation. 
We have chosen a sample threshold calculation to illustrate the step proce­
dure followed. 
Window: No. 244 (HEA coating) room tem­
perature cured RTV-Silicon Con­
taminated Surface 
Externallight source: Earth at 2 x 105 km (E S = 12, 723 ft. 
candles) 
Beam-window angle: Y = 801 
Photometer (eye) - window angle: 6 = 1200 
BaSO4 disc liminance: La = 187 foot lamberts 
Disc reflectancefactor: Pd 0.957 
Scattering luminance: L- = 470 x 10 - foot lamberts 
Experimental ambient luminance: LB = 8.5 x 10 - 4 foot lamberts 
(1) Incident ilumination on window surface in laboratory: 
E cos 'Y (lab) = 	 -d CoS = 0.957' 0.1737 =1-	 33.9.3 foot candles 
(2) 	 Incident illumination from earth at 2 x 105 km 
F 1 2 E S cos 7 = 446 foot candles 
In this work, F 1 2 is defined as the configuration factor from surface 
2 to surface 1. Briefly, the configuration factor, F 1 -2 , is the ratio 
of the flux originating from body I incident on body 2 to the total flux 
originating at body 1. Mathematically, if the emission of a surface is 
assumed to be diffuse, that is according to Lambert's Cosine Law, the 
fraction of emitted energy from a small area dA 1 on body 1 intercepted 
by a differential area 	 dA 2 on body 2 is given by 
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F ~ Cos 0 1 cos ¢2 dA2 dLA, 
idAI - dA2 CO r2 
whet'e the geometrical notation is indicated in Figure Bi. For the case 
where area 
factor becomes 
A 1 is very small compared to area A 2 , the configuration 
- AdAI2 








Figure Bi Coordinate System 
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The details of the computations and results are given in ref 1. 
(3) 	 Scattering at measured window surface in laboratory: 
LW LwDr 0. 470 - 0. 00085 = 138 
E cos Y! (lab) 33.93 
(4) 	 Window luminance level equated to scatteiing in space* 
[OIos L (lab]I 12 cos T (space4 
= (138 x 10 - 2 ) 446 = 6.18 footlamberts 
(5) 	 Referring to the stellar threshold model (Figure 7) we can determine 
that an astronaut viewing against a background of 6. 18 foot lamberts 
would be able to detect a star of magnitude 1. 3 with unaided binocular 





This appendix includes all data obtained during the course of the experiment 
As such, both raw and reduced data are presented Portions of the data re­
quire explanation 
There are several gaps in the data due to physical considerations. The 6-inch 
diameter light beam prohibits one from performing scatter measurements 
±15 degrees from I = 0 and ' = 180 degrees This range is denoted by the 
letter TB on the data sneets As the photometer is rotated 360 degrees about 
=the window, at two positions (i e., say 1Y= 0, then 0 90 and 270 degrees) tie 
photometer will view parallel to the window surfaces This data again is 
invalid for scatter purposes and it is denoted WE (window edge) on the data 
sheets. At non-zero values of 1i (the window inclined with respect to the 
incident light), the 1vmdow reflection has a large specular component that 
reflects at some angle 0 For example, if ' = 10 degrees, then, at 0 = 10 
degrees, the beam is reflected and instead of measuring a relatively small 
scattered component of light, a large reflected value is recorded. This 
specular reflection off the window is evident not only when the photometer 
points directly at the specular reflection but also at the conjugate position 
That is when the off-axis cone blackbody is flooded by the specular reflection 
and the photometer looks through the window and records an invalid luminance 
reflected from the inefficient blackbody The situation where the photometer
views directly the specular reflection is denoted WR (window reflection), and, 
where the photometer views the blackbody, it is denoted BR (blackbody re­
flection) on the data sheets on the tollowing pages 
In the data presented on the following pages a digital computer has been used 
to reduce and record the necessary information. The use o1 such a machine 
precluded the notation heretotore described Instead oi Ld the computer types 
out LD, for instance, other notational change are. 






The raw and reduced data is presented in the manner in which it was recorded 
For clarity the data is given in the following order. 
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244 & 246 00 
244 & 246 00 
Apollo glass 00 
specimen 
Comments 
NASA cleaning procedure 
Honeywell cleaning procedure 
After contamination by room-temperature­
cured RTV-560 
After Honeywell cleaning and placing in 
vacuum system to calibrate for system 
contamination without RTV outgassng 
NASA cleaning procedure 
Honeywell cleaning procedure 
After contamination by high-temperature­
cured RTV-560 
NASA cleaning procedure 
244 contaminated by room-temperature-cured 
RTV, 246 contaminated by high-temperature­
cured RTV. 
Large angles are invalid data due to reflection 
fron fixture. This sample was contaminated 
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-25% i.y760 1 4 1.263
 
26 2.$4; o




- 2890-------- 3-300 4.M 2 206
 
-----0S 10356





STAFR-TLl__2 413. EL_]n 2194,55L
 
MEAN LD 211-,-1 E COS(PSI) 11.24
 
PSI _6 DEGREE 
THTLWE3l'B",EJ (LVT---)7{PUtt -5TI'--5-SEM 
2(/ 1155---------1Y.-333 
2.55  
3 f PL 333 
453 5JSot, 0 . 4.826 
---- 50 ----- 4243(' ----- 4 , *rl-----------38.017------- --­65 95/9o05091 - . S 8617534 .000p5 
---- 70 -----4G pl 5 --------------- ---- ­416.926(--------844 8:20 8,196 
I A 12055 11I, 349300.9 

-160 6.5 .J 58733 
- 1V9 4.O5; 1.60 LL839 
---------- -J33-------------;---­i 

919 0'. , 1.642
 
1.555S g .o 1.32
 
2. 1.. .......... 1.5,- 88
,4 91 ­
22$ lo450 1.o!. 1.216
 
23-- 4°-60 L50 4., 37
 
-..... ­
2555 5410 2.,0 4.5 

24 ----------- -TO.........--- ; ----­
, 4
26;F, 4 0 A., 3 ,6I
7
 
280 ..... . ............. .--.--------6 ­
320 1 o951 3.85J; 1.606
 






----- m----- -......Th± & vr-N n-2W4t ............................... ..
 
START LD 219iAt6... E.DLD 11,_ _2._ 

MEAN LD 210.1$ E COS(PSx) 75415
 
-PSI - 7_ DEGREE 
...... ..........lw (. t7(E4Jd(PTl5Th,
 
2$ ----------------
5__...... 5md sli JL si0_ , ,_ 
O.9G 14050 
1$15o.04 1t 3 .}) 19,o573 
---k----- -- J-9. 0 ------ 1. 5t§.-7------ 502--- --- -. b1pffi 1-.P-20 
1860 1.93 0. 900L 24352 
19 -. 8 _,_8 1,8651,230 $ 9095 1.519 
0~ aOW. 7$4. 0.9(22$ 1.12$ 1o30$ 1o319
 




--- 26T a 15p3 9--­
62,,; 24 2,..2 
-9 --- ----- -- 0 
.. _3156t _x. is 2 a. 1p9232$0 4170 6 1 1732.9






r/ S 9---- ..  

START LD 223 oSi EM 14D 2f,5S4M,<
 
MEA-NL -_.5 5;- W--bbs(P-]---39....
 
- 28 9615 - -T N Io... 
PS i _8 _DEGR EE .. ...............................................
 
LW~I~ J4 WE-4 C1---BTR p X --
2$ 1 -- -- ------- 2,-353
31: VI 	 kfI.%f 4 15 
40 	 3.400 1.pop 8. 439 
p0-----21 0584-------------­
--50 ----- 8,,60 --------)t 0 6 15.318
V165----------

---- 7%. $p;$16lfSS 26158854115p------
820 8004450505i39-8t 1W. 0152 5-------------­
13$P4,55 a 1o 22 5 29.87T 
-------------	 . .. -- -	 .045 -------- ---.-.. 
150. 2.7005 	 1.,61$ 6.4 9o 
-- 16 1 - ---- -.10 - - - --4.066 
170~~1 ---------- -- 441---- ---------------­
1855 (f. f y $ 2.941 
19 6 If 5I.8J s 1,531L. 
_ ............. 6f!....... 	 _:__
_ 	 l s ....... _

.2.......... ........... ..... . 79- ........
.	 ........ .. .

224 .6510l 1.20;f0 1.228
 
.62 1----,2--
22--------- 1.3S91 53-- ----------­
2431 018501 1-500 1-790 
2.57 
26; ..... -8-5-----1925Aq .......... 4g86----...................-­303.000 	 2.60 7 -007 
31$----------------1.251/---- --- .12 -----------­
-3351J t t 7 	 1. 340 1.892 __340 $$7f5 	 Y Gi 









rEAN LD 20)] 6515 E COS(PSI) 21o.55 
LW-GRE-
P I 0 DE---E - -------- - -- --------- CO------------- ­
15 14 - 5,y1 1 . Wf 6.796
 
20- ------- - .P.- - 919
 
30 4.30 3441929i 3_4$, 16 539 ­
1 ____._.....0......3 & -_, ____550 3.000 ~ .---------1.368 
70 3-5PPS ;.8 f 1,624 
- - 80 ---------4M 150-------- ,800-5---------1.909--------------­
0 5.6$fl 0 70 2.626
 
-10 s.8( 0:8k 2.7 7
 
12 6 7.... 9.0 3.139
 
14$- -- 55$------------- ----------­






-22$-------- 4 -- - 60- ----- . 33
 
230 8.k4y 1.420 3.932 
240 12< - 1,5-fl 3.325 -­
-25053V----------- ;0.V ----------- 2045-----------­
-- ?6pi' i'(0f (S.800 3,382
 
28$0 4.2SIO 0 -900 1.952 
290$-----------3 .500 -------- .JAl-------- 1 6-15-----------­
302: 0 1.~lp . 25 
321- --------- 2--,, .30 
-33$ 45 2.01___ :4
 





----- N DoW 	 .. ....--- 2/-12/ T96 w T W :-No 24- -.............................. ... ..
 
START D_ LD LP 2(R115_
EN3.4_% 
_ 
MEAN LD 2 5344$1 E COS(PST) 28,9&9 
PSII DEGREE 
THETA LWlXE-3 I 	 (PSI)) xE-5 
5 212.;350.0 	 gT5 i5 3 
-- 1. -_ 251993969.--- -- 1 -632 59 -­
20919------------: 
---6.673 
3/6~51$1~ 'M ~030 
4.850i.0;52.24$0 
------------ --------- -. j1 (----------- 1.915-----------------­60 	 4. 1f 1.924 
S70------ -4. 7(0fi -------- ys -------2,.214- ------------­80 5:8A00 ;.701 2_743 
..... . 11b 	 13 6.357 
130 15. 1)-05 i49; 7.16­
----------22r' ----- 2201355
 
1.5 46 	 0.2 3 --- -----.- 21.532 
190 484530 11.200 22.442
 
2dig 17 r)5 8723.05 

...2$f 7 4.605
2_9 	 I.. 8gs,S 220.7 m~ -----i: L0. ............--4£----- ------ -----­22$ 3427 
230 1.00 2.6814510o
.. ..-24;7) . .. . .. . 5;T0)Pf, 	 g...........-----------------­
fOJ------ ----------2,6250 25( 4.60J _.8f 	 2J164 
28$ -~------ 05 	 162 
390 3. 1005 	 1.1!555 1.431 S----	 75----------............... .. 2
 
31. 2 f 	 221 
32$ 45__ 	 ~ip-390__ 	 1-326 





- START LD 23. 0)5 END Los(I) . . .
 
PS I -2 -D F -- - - -- - - - - - - - ­
_ THETA LWE-3 LBxE-4 -L-:LB,)/(ECOS(PSI) )E-5 
I 1 2--------- ,7
 
____l a__ 1jW 173564.875
 
3$ 18.3;j ta7 FJ.3i8 
0 3$J ------.- 1 -fl 7o39­5$. 8 06-------------6- -----------------­26 -

---- 6$ ---------5.3 f~------- 45.75$ -------- 2.667
 
7$6.3p5--------------------­
,j3o...... i9 6.7857 239






---- -!-f -- ------------­- - --- - 9;f )@-------9 3-8-
-- 180 34.0,45f 11 .200 16.785 
14.44101 7.259 t 
--------- 5--5210 1 5I 2 

220 4.4 e1 010 2:195
23P - -- - - -- - - -- - -g9 2f - --- - - -- - - - -­--- 1 -

_290 14 o75 i 1.Q 98rjr;3324$3.40 so8 1.695
 
J.§p p.8p 1.593210~ -_3y,------------- ------------------­
- --- 3,60~j !.87------------­26-- - ----------
28$ 2.870 1. 200fi 1A$ 
29$ 2.710 45l. 9f 10337 
30------------- 1.5 ----------­--- u-------!.1559









355 ------2L5$$ -------- ­W.9$ 6-------G437--------------
64 
- --- 
- 3/1211969 --- WTH DOWU(Y 244----------------
STARTj& .S; END LI)D$t1 -­-14, -
MEAN LD 199oS1 t hiiS(PSI) 1854%5 
PSI 3-$DECRHE.. 
------------ '-------------- ~V$---- ------------­
ig4.9~ 20626 
------ ,t--------~ --------­
- 0- ---------- 1-7.2- -------------- ------­9.611 

830,1_... . .000, .2425.-7.5 
-------------- ------------- ,i54------------------------Y23
 
'207~29 o0 2.2o0 22 o34
 
_1951 8.o55 1.9510 4.63 
21$897 15.219 1o051i 8.,364i57 378 
6g --------a1-; 8;- -- 08---­
----------------fl" -----------­24 2------- ---0 7- -113-9­
25$ 2.,5151 t1,f~5$ 1o329 _ _____
 
21 - 4 ----------- - 5 .....------ -- - ----------------­
3051 2.75 2.411 1363
 
305 3_ 0 8.2---- 1 429
 
345 8- -- - -5- - - ­






D ... ____93 ...
 
MEAN , E 8osPS) 9L 158 
Psi - -4 -DEGR~EE- - ------------------- -------------
TH!ETAV - 565 
524S! -------- - - ,1 -0-- -5 
20 5.2!01 
~ 45,1 28.3424ps 16;5300045<p 10t~.2W .p 0 9 515-0 
60 15,41- ---------­5k'-95-4 0 -70P 9.9737f) 17 ---------­
.483!} 1loJ:0 2.,943
80 f I22,; 13818 -----------------­
4ggj.4S. 1.5 25.143 
S134, 9 200 56 '142II ;. r --------- 2 -------------­16$ 5 jy3Y-6 14 36040------3 1Oq 9.584 




21$---------- ------... 800 1.842 
220 2 jf- -- ---1(3-- 85 -- ---------­
230' :4p 0 8; 1,l3-495 
-240 ------- .W d ----- 1-000-----------17-136 ----------­
-- 250 1.~g 1.9P'GO 1-136_______ 
260, -2-3;4F 4V~ 1.3898 
28X ---- 2.53 1.5v 1-514---










--	 3/12/19697 --- VlNO'vrNT(Y2414--------
_.	STARTJL_93_ _ _END_LD ....1,85 ~J,5$ 
MEAN LD 189oP'5 E cOS(PS1) 126o95 
PSI -50 DEGPiEE -- ----------- -----­
-----------3 7 1 - - -- -- - - -­!. 2:294 	 1 0455 1725
 
3f 	 --5 ------- 533-----­9 	
-------­--y 2 --9, I 1.000 a0	 ---
3 5.9,15P4 0-,0 4-58
 
99. 	 P-7 7793
5$ 4000;W., 	 0.7r0 315$957.0$$$ 
69.
 
15! 39°,css. 1o 92,s 29.8o350 	---- -1j a"6 ---------------------­
_---
3,4 5 	 --- -- ---- 65 8997
 
15 39.f00 11 2 29841
 





19$ _____33$c1 1<fi$0 2,521 
--- 70------- - ___-__­
° °8$$ 

22$ ~ i;.78W-o-8 ....... 1 -7
 
23$ 66441$o -L-~f 51.9/14 




24$ -. 2-f W------ -- - - - 2 i -­
25$ 1. 621f 1.4f 1.166
 
28$-------- 2.AsJ 	 41$!# 1.583
 




33,$ 2.90 i.o 81,f 505 .. 

-5 ........3 	 5 ; 41,T h 0 0<# 7.342-





.. . x81W Gp 0 1 -	 . 
67 
--- ---- --- --- --
-- ------- ------------
START LD 15j END LI) 185J5 - __ 
M--EA N LD-----	 - - -- -- -
PSI 60 DEGREF 
TETA LM'tE-3 LixEIf(fLBL)/(Lxcosgpf )RcE 
2$ 2.611 	 .0; 2.618--­
______ 	 4d,.573
 
10 9.70/s 0. 8pp, 9o953
 
50 	 0 ----- ------s3--- - ------ -----s9 ; 	 37-------------­
60 	 1080;5/$ f 2.8}$P 1173620. 4$4 	 fl-- il30 
8$ 11.j 8.2{5 117-095 
___ _ 12.__ 20JQI.422 _ _ _ _ _ 
-~-----	 4-- -- S~80 ----------­167 8.6/0 1.8pp 8.711 
.	 1.. ----------- 5, - - - -- -_- 5.111 _ 
180 3,3005 1.10 3.33i l 660.:900,
_____~2I ~ g_____ 2.2661,o624 
4 
-2100 	 1.6g . J 0#q3 1.36 
22........ 	 1. 3 $ 10 7_ . 
- 23-- - 9 1.lQ$ 3o885
 
21LO 178.,/ -.1-. .83772
 
2%/ It.88/1 2.{0( 4-759
 
_.28# ___o 5 8 2°98/
2s 	... s!...........2.3~ .8.; s 2,938 
31,0-- -- - ------------ t --------46--93 -----------­325 1. ---------- ---- - o'7-

330 - -L-1 °5 2.59M 1,314
 
35 	 - - -- - 1.2 -- - 1o397 
68 
---------
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
4 ... .. R.O.W. - - - ­
- 3/12/1969...-W OW 4n . S hRTLD_ 1934:g Eig'ID.D.. 19#4$_
,EAN LD !93.p B COS(Ps!) 69.15 
PSI -7$/ DE~GREE 
IJLETA LV-!XPE..3 ]A3E (TCIVNDJLBT7WdU§) X5 
e-----------------------------
s -- -- -550 ......0 ---.. 26 
.. . .. .-- - 8: {"2p/ 2 .o15 f -- - 2o -- -- ---- -- -- -- ­
-0- 3 £OSL- 4395$ -5-379 
4$ ,j8951 58 11.431 
- - - 5 ----..... .- -- _-70 30a_&_--- - --....-- --­
6 95Wo 236.650 
135 42; -- 4,,5:9 8 7$p -- -­--

280000 24 A5AIf~i 
14p 22. ;M 1 31-365
_--------9-- __.,5.5,_ 

16go 3 .6 . ... -. 866
0 
90 30196----­
-- ----- 3. -- 1.1p 14°47 
1 f P5.l1.8f 981 
-22;3--- - 1 150 371811:L4Z­
l -823$. -- 550 
12 50 44f540 4O$;5 1 635.677
 
33 1.2)I 1.op' 1.9
 




.73$ ----- 2.20.0 2.212

-310$-:-320p-----------350 9V----p--------- 1.5j3 --------­







3/12/1969 WINDOW NO 244
 
rJTTIy. lTh-NT 14) 195-4-M
EAILL_ mR...!9L_=.$ .E..ccS'_(PI) .35.29..... .. ... .. .. 
PSI 3.(-DGRfEE 
THETA LV~tE-3 LBxE-4 (LW-L3 }/C cosPs-h 
.8 L._5J_ 3.882S2e6,l ;o95i 7.098 
-A30 -----------1252 0 185------- --------­6 5 44.O,#, S 6o1 l 122. 945 
-- -- 4 - - - 26- - -- rl 4P57 
13v t240l . O12u 
13f 21- f54_ 3 .20f3 580 597
 
11 9 -054s 1:9t21 93
 
------- 15 -- --- 4 02 ......
----.----- --  

160 -2 1. 10 -50- ........
 
17l . 1.5A 1 4.194
 
180 1 o150. 8,------3 332 
; 2~ 5574$ 1410 1813 
• 24. 9o8 1.231$ 1.587_ 




--------- 7 1' 13 - - - - - -- ---------­
3303:7k.'F 300 1-785~1}-_)}*t .615 







After Vacuum Outgas 
27/12/1969 WTNDOW NO 24 
-START LD 19$.0 ENID LD) 1$Q9LD 19 . E oS(pS)___-9,54 --EAN U.' .... ... ..... 
--PSI: -DEGHEE -------------------------------- ------------------
THETA-----.LWxE3 LBxE-4 (LW-L_/(E _,O_(?_S) )4E5. 
-------------- 91--------1470----§ 
15 ------0 f1 --------- 110.1 -------3.6,' _g ------------------ ----------
S70 7._ , 4K8 314536_ 
807.6y $.8/$r~ 3,78 
-I '$.'s0 0 (990 5.718
- ---. sls-- - - -3 8-­
8110f 100.1 35260{0161p-----2 9$-------v------------------­
16_ ... K,. L _ 20.641
.... .. ... ..... 

2,-2.
---- -- %0Sf. .18 .1 . . . .
 22$ 11 2$ ~ 1.6009 5.--- ------­7­
20 9.Sy# 1.2g1$ 3.868
243 : ~ - g ---- -- 27-----------------­
2,012./$ g;00 .028 '589----------------------3
 








-331 1549195 2.30595 .439-­




27/121/1969 WTNli NO 244 
IART~EN LI)Sf l-gEAN 9 .LD....5p.. ..S..i..4. 
PSI -I1 DEGREE -.........................
 
THETA LWE3 E4 (LI-LB EoS PSI xE5 
5f la f------- 2#44i. 351
 
10 295100 .-00 1.99f1 504830.jr10
 
31 29.,1- 71 14.707 
------ 13,5 11-------- --­---- ( .92S8-------------
1't050 1,.300 O206. - ... 550 -------------­1 .. pf 
79 8.6 1 --- 0.750- -- 4-349 
8 9:i510 4081dg
 
10 _12-69,,f, 980 6.387
 
------- i-.-2J! ------- 1S9 6-.390- -----­
14$ 21, .9(92 O200-----91 
55 if 19f. 2 25.495
 
19$ 173..$91$ ±172 g7T6-78
 
200 J-- - - - - 8.361
6.f7 3.1l' 

210 F),700i2.0220 6.311 1,400----3.1)'2 
230- 5-. 00d#- 00- .7-1?/
 
24 5.2ft ~ ~5J~-------------4'.1L21 '001163tl 1,1&, 2.65 
6. p_ _ 1,g9__ 38 _ 
------ 4,946-----.---------------­3 2 3-.219 39 0 
330 9.700 4,201 4.73433'5 ...... . . -- 5 1 --------- 5.43a ------------------­

72 
- - -------- 
----- --
2 7/12/9_ WINDow No 2'4
 
-STK?,TLD gr.0 0 ENID IT)
j 1954100 
EAN LD 193.o E_ COoS( PSI) 13959,-­
-DEGREE
20PSI 
.TA 3 -------... 
10 70 -- -------- 36§237 
3-4 2 7 ,fO I. _l .13 1 
--40 .74 6,981 _____ 
. .THE----------.LW SI )xE 5 




1 .6 O 0 .700 33 7 3 - -- --­
485
294o 18 -o070 11 ,28d 23.422____18 4 .'4p 1. 5009 31492120 17. SOf 
... V- 2-U-3 -----------------­2...2.....-. - -­
- 23$1350,----------a.45. .9 3-84691 3.23 ei1 5
9 3Ijj0 7 48 





-o -- - - 7 9 4,9415290---------- 9 7s/) 
-0 - ------ --­,fq ff-- --
27/12/1969 WINDOW NO 244
 
-START LD 195,if 
 END LD 193.$$
 




-- -- -------_L-__-- .....:_=: (ILLaJJB_.:o EE5-E_5_. .. --- TEALllyE. 3-- --.. D..----..--LY-~= - ) _CEQo~josXs___ 
.......... 	 --------- ------------------------­
-5 1 60014.149 




- ------------ *919(9ff ----------	 --------------­
-s7- 500 	 9f - .637 
7$0 	 17.99 -17.026 
11.~4S 	 94 l - A6._3- t9~ 	 3........ .......
 
120) 43. f 2.200 24.368
..... ---- - f ..... ....;-------- 5 90 ---------------­
1L.92 $r302
13R --------	 ,
17$ 5 . ,(1 	 11.99 3f652L8S6 1 17)( 	 333 0.52 
1 91 	 7.80 10900 -4-335 
21$ 	 0 ffr~t 65,448,
 
_ ---- - s 

230 3. 99 0.300-8
 
2401 3,600 0.19 2.05E
 
-25 1-50 2 5,-78
 
22.--............. 7 S-- S _. 	 .
 
26- __--.2 1-	 - -­




30 -5. Of W-4$-- -2--	
-­




345 12,5P1 1 800 7 I18 






27/12/1969 WINDOW NO 24l11 
-T--ATTD 193. ,f$ END LD 19$9.1$13 V,COS(pS_)EAN LD 91.5 
p-S DEGREE ---- -------------------------- ---------
THETA LWxE3 LB-cE4 (LWLB /--(CESl (PSI') xt5
-
-------­
-4---- 1 . P IfO V 77.24 
3$ 66$, g0pf$0$. 80 43$,.5074 5.-0- 000 0 79107,50 0272--...-- ------------­
50 52, ,ff. 6o/ 339.189 
...... 6$ ..... . 6- .if- -. 3.663 . 
70 33~0jr/ 891 21.476 
- 8$ 'VI dd ____111_ 24-725_________10 58.0,10 1.500 37.739 
-----$ --- -?----- -0$ ----- 4 ,3 ------------O--------- 7R0001 




±70 31 30.236- -­. , 





S 210' 11 500 0 80,f 7. 50: 
----- _., - . fl 8 - 68 ,446220 ... - - - ­
230- -6.000 . 800 3.862
 





-f2.50 ---------7 13 -­
-- 30- 5rj199'__ __ . 5 __ ___ 
335 3o 2ff . 800 8.494 
340 5.500 1...P/0. 3 1 ­
- 6. --- --------------------------------­
75 
_ 
_ _ _ 
_ _ 
27/12/1969 winDow NO 244
 
S-T bT 19 5 ,9 Q( 1 ... . .
D 1*D LI) 
......EGREE.................... .... 6 . . . . .
 
THETA LW.E 3 LBE _(LVWLB /(E CoS(2STI'>E 
10 75_1,9f _3)-95lg 5.708 
30 - i- 91.800 ~ 23 . .81- --...... _LB/%....... ...~~~~30.000fO ...... ~ ~ ' , (255- "E-5...............
 
------- i-------- 674, .091-------- 9r------- 516.-793..............------­






895 ......330090$. 70 95566300 
0 -----107 -9.17-- - --- -------­70 5 .......... f 0ffo, 115.643
 
2.2191 72 3(1009 195,194 Cr5F. 
9t ­
1591 88.91910 31.201 67.029f
 
------- - 16 ------3-- 15, 189
 
S1------ O-------f -- W --------- 1t55 ------ ----­
......... T ......------- .






3,7~f 1,000 2 .777
 
5. 
212 2.6pp( pf.8091 - - - - - ­200 
2.....1... 
2204 13.,59f9 f l35230~ oF---7.9~ ~ ---- - -- 55 
1,2_pD 3.996 -_ 








6 5 stv1 -. --- - - -- - ----- - -- - ­
..........--9 ...... 4.7001 6 812 












2 7/ 1 2/I96q WTNDOW NO 244___
 
S-rSTAVLD 19100 END L) 187.?f-
EAR. LD ---. ..... ... COS 9, 
T-HETA ------ LVI'(E 3 L-----E-- Ec sls~lX . ------­
-- - - -- - . 3ov7
 
10 4.8$$ ,950 4,765 
-3, 12.3),f }.8,0 12,375
4------$lli 4$ 0rf 8$f427 
-------- ~ jt 9$~---X 7--------------­
7$, 33f ®rf 3.9010 334) .5101 
100 105 12.8919 1 2. 37 
- - 1 ( - 1;._1f 28,51__2 .] ........... -..--.- -- -- -- ­15$ 27.590 3.20.0. 855 

-160 
.4$ O-f / V ----------­4:------ --­
31580 __-- 3. 019f o 3,737 
2 32jp91 .-f 8 f 92f 2.238 
21$ 2.230 0 267T------­
22Y2 2,--k ---------1 2 _ ------ 2,370

--- 33; i 678
239?----------~.~$a -11FY 
_.f sL-24/ 2251" 2 -227.675 
- 6!(. 7009 2,.00063.g 5 
--26$ ....... lpfo09 ....... 380O------- 9.742280 y.8f0 8,20Of -7.069-- ----- ­
..... ............... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. . . ... .. .. ..
 
-285 12 5/3s)(. 601 f la. 
315-----------------------
-p----­






~~34$ ~ - ------------ 9§----.6
$,






START LD 187959 END LD 187.0/ 
.JEAN -LD ....!87. 0 .......- -GOS (PSI-)-....66.83-. ..... . .. .. 





- --THETA ------- LWXE-3-------- BXE_4_ (-1LLB)/(-ExCOS(pSI-))x z5 ..
------10----------2-065r/ - - % 82 - - ­-- 5,-- - -- --- -- - - - - - - - - - -­5 -3.3 I 5 ........ .6 A..
 
30 yT. 3,01 9.80 .8 -, 
. .4 -------- 15,900- --------095------23, 649-------------------------­
50 82.000 1.300 122.5$2 
6 --- _----- ----------------------------­
70 2530 Ego 14.5064 3785636841(4 
6 ----- -- ---- !34 959 
-8 --- - 00.-- _ Zj...LfAy 90 -12, ,_--_ 
130 242,9 1 .9P. 
3 ------------------­
150 11. 8fl% 1,8p5$ 17.3 7 
--------140-----------45,0Z- - ---- - --------- No------ -
___360 ----------640oo----------1,6$950--------- -.- 7-38 -- ------------­
170 3.700 5.57295 
19$ 218/5 0.805% 3.142 
.2 ------- - -959 ---------- -- - 783 -----­
210 1,8LO 1,10$ 2.589 
22,V--------- --a ------ 3S.---------2,9 -------------------­
239 2.600f4 1.800 3.621 
250 380.000 4.9595 561.995 
- _264----------- 15 lfoI ------------ - 2 .098 ----------------------­
275 819, 15.500, !2O§9.683 
3,05 ---------- _------------ --. ..7 22 295-.--------------­310 34,d0 2.2___ 4.758 
S__320___ gpo -5-7-- -____-
330 2.29, 1.700, 2.918 
- 340 ------- - ,2f 2.982- - - ----------- ------­
350 2.31,, i.000 3.292 
78 
-------- 
27/12/1969 WTNDOW o 244
 
STA7lTJID 1T87. VO END I) 187.00
 
, EAN _LD .... lq7o.?. OS(F I) .. ___3_,93 ... . .. ... ..
 
-PS I 2.8y.DD ------------------- ----------------------- -------­) E 	 ­
---~ 8 p V D E O R E 
-----THETA ......... LWXF_3 LBcE_4 (LW-LB)/(E COS(PS IL) xE_5 
- - - 1.769 f0.UP 4-:r 3 
.	 --....... 	 --------- ,- - ---- --6.8 T------------­
30 44f. 	 950, 12.687 
------- A f 125.3458A ----- f, 6&r4 0$­
70 4O00 26.O0$9q 11780.871
 
506.03~. 	 ---- - - 691 ._-7_7-9 
__L3	 5 0-7 9( 000, 	 56866.0 	 3193.13p,6gg 	 _31-2~ ------ 1 1- 2-------------­
---14$ 8 -f------ 1 	 40.9------112-15-- 6.9 	 1I$ 1 3_64
-3-6 ~ -------------	 F. ­~ ~~ 
17 	 1.550 1.2$p 7.22$f
 
18W ' pi 69Y
&_36_ 
19! -. ,780 jf.jg1 5.8_ 
- -- ---- $1,0 --- I_ ---- IF-j ---------- --­-- ----- 4 	 ­
._ p .. 1.# , 1,5_CM 5,94 . _____. ... S 	 ..............
 
2.3_210 --------- , f 	 -.........
50 	 ---- ]._.659 ----- ---------------------X3, 2 ; 1 3(---------T0e 4732__230 	 2150 3..054____­
29. . 13... 2 	 8467..39ff 	 ! 

34( 	 1,194o4---.923 .5..----- _.#_. ------- ..-... .-... - ----- ----- --­. . . .--- ----- 1. -- --- -- --- ---­
- 2 170 45 
32/-- - - - 480_fr -f'379 
-- -- ---------
--------------
15/12/1969 WINDOW NO 24 
--	
19LSTART Lb 193-
SLD .19345,.o. E os(PsI) 2552 19
 
Psi- -- DE 
.E. 
THEA ..... 	 L .... LIE-I_ (LW-LB)/(EcoS (Psi ))XE 5 
15 1.830 1.9040 -4.811 
145 3.-VO 1.650 	 .5 8-#, . 4........ 2:m 	 1,82 
___s__ __ ­150 - 2 96 - -- --- 205--- 0 ­
-, 3%73ff41--..... . 8 1-593
 
~ ~ ~ -- 15 ,6 o52
-~ ~ 3Xlf - ------ 0-. 8 0;-----2 .58-1$-..........l-6~ 	 ~






128 6930/f 90 3. -- ­
254 6. 3915 f.940 3 o11
15 ..	 ............ 2 60 Is - ­0 	 228-------- ­
130 	 7-?9f 1. 5lp 6
 
I.------It--------­
29$--------- -'7.W"$ --- £0 -....----- 137 
25 6bp14 . 2/0 3.121 
280 69.28f/ 9001---------54 9 --------------­-o-- ---$ 

3454 4.29%f 1.25;40 04486
 




25/12/1969 WINDOW NO 244 
EAN L 193.5% E "o 3I982 
Ps ~ % DEGREE - - - - -- -- -- - - - - - --- - - - -- - -- - -- - --
THETA LW"E-,3 LBXt-4 (Lw-LB)/'(ExCOS(PSI))-xE-5 
5 66y,%40 1.900 331,359 
.






15-100[ -- - %. 7.453 - --- ------­
3W0 Th8.100 1 -7405 3.982 
4$5 -------4 70y 2 --------- 21 5 
-------603,75$ ------1: )67 --- ­
70 - -. -52,2 7--1 
-_ 881$I 8 3.38kf 
P514 6.y1 4.X4 4.175 11$ 8.951 0.95$ 4 .422 ----------­
12$ 5------ 1.57z Y 4. 
- 2-, ---------- ----- -' 645 ------------­
561 2085 15.2$ 5.97 
2 11.35f -1203.4 

-21$ ---------8;.85---------I-;8V'$--------IF-329----------------­




24$J Li8y_____ 51,95 2.365
 
26$j 5.249' 0 L80$ 2.571
 
28------- -------------~ ------ ---­
3.9- 3.9P51 1.5,1f 1.9013 
300 3753----------- ------------------ 1.78133---------­-99$O 

310 2.6; 1.aifI-54$0 1.230 

33V 3.6151 4.20~5 1.597 
81 
15/12/1969 WINDOW NO 244
 
START 1Li) 1,F EDLD12$
 
EAN LD 193.5.. E 03_(PSI_) 189 51
 
- -PSI -2% DEGREE ----------------------------------------------
THETA LWE-3 LBxE-4 (LW-LB)/(ExCOS(PSI) ) xE- 5 
X 4o3 1o900 2.169 
- --- ------ 2 ~ -2.6X--r------- Y.189 -----------­1$ 
___2$V _1AL-sI-------- 1,Mkf 3875& ­
3$ 87$ 1,0f2 4.527
 
... 4$-- - - IO 0-1-0 -2,427_
 
50 40Lc40 080) 20121
 
6%- --- 4V -- -- : --------- 229 ------------­--. 7- 
7% oT5-§ 2,o549 
70--------------- ---- .538)f. - -
0
I-p 12 o. 05 58
 
12 114 . 1005 O66$4
 
85. - l -5
 ----130 ... . 3-24 9 ­
"145 1025% 17.94
 
182 284591 M.2GIGS i40184ifj1.3l 32$$f 0.517 
2rx- .13% ------- 1300-------- 0,5 2 ---------- -----­
2$0------ '24 ~ 1.50 20929 
-23236+-----. 
 2.269
-23 --------- _0; Y.-852-- - - ­3 - -- ---------- - - ­
-- .. - - - - ­-- - .--- - --- --- --- -- -- -- --­
_24$f 3:5005 55.%/ 1.85_________ 
2-5 - iST~i8(





MY ---------. R ----- -----1.0--f-----------!.72(9----------­
31$ 2. 8$( 2,4511-5 
325 -3 8.455 1.59 
'355 ----- -f. -9A - .W - -- -- -$1.3 44 ---­-- 79 - -- - 0 - -- ­
82 
15/12/1969 WINDOW NO 214 
-
-START ED---2h$:3'- { EN.])2LD ... 2/1jf$d.. . 
J FAN D ?A2 Y COS(_Si) 182o8$ 
- FSI 30 DEGRE--
THETA LWV-E-3 LBXE-4 (LW-LB)/(EXCOS (PSI) ) xE-5 
20 50 .20 21.816 
_____ 
30 77.6 f1.,, 7]p 9,469 .548627 --- --- -- -­18$$$$ --
50 6.1(11 11.75 3.296
 
6 -------- -J 3 97
-------------...--. 
707Or- " 4..765 
12 5 V __ _ _ __ _ ____O.______ 
1sl CC' ,, - 71 11.27 
1$------- f18 5 -- - - - - -- - - - - -= - -- -- - - - - - - - -- - ­
12/ 26. 50 2,2.il 2r - .797 





2"t! r (-"j- , ,,
 





.... -3-"y 1. -2 2 

29-- Ir -- -- -- -,

-' ,r o,' -r T23Z1.7A 





- -- .. . 7 '-- ---- -- ---- "---. ------ ­
- - - -- - -- . . . . . . . . . . .. .- - -- ­-- -- ----- - - --- ----  --- ------ ­
83 
------ --- --- -
--------- ---------- 
15/12/1969 WINDOW NO 244 
START LD T$ J ENrD LD 
(EAN LD 1960 E COS PS!) 156.89 
--PSr 45 DEGREE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 
THTA . LWXE-3 LB×E-4 (LW-LB -5 
10--------- 2.O29 ------------ 1.200 --------- ---
W 03 81lef4 _ -1 20741 
17.8012 2  1 .30 - ------------­
-294$ 0------------o 331440.25 -----­
6-------------- ------ -I-1 . 4 9 
6 9:5W 6.94111947 r . ,v . . ... . ; §68 ........... 63: 4.5-
....... 

181 17o8 1.80$ 11.282 
noj 36.005------20,V 22.8956 
. . . . . . - --- 38 868 ------------------------­
---1-- .-- - - --.. - 4 9-- - --. . - 4.. 8 

16 13 ps2 o 0 , - -- 1. 4- . .8.
- --6 ----­
180-3... 8 5 i781 4.666
 




-- 170..--....- ..T O-------:-----... .. ......- --..-- o -----.... .. Y8 ..  

240 2 a .9 .7
 
__2$ 20 /c __27.V_--_l._____.42 ___ 07 

- --- k±W -------- - .1324 ) 
29,95 41[2.5,494 1.753 




35 2.480 2T.6S4 ------------ . a6/)--------­
84 
!5/32/1969 WINDOW NO 2114
°STAW 'I - 9100o -,E#,S - ­7fD . ....... 

EAN LD 189 E S l 7
 60 E:CS 2P7.28cO'SP 
1tV 5,S DEGREE 
THETA LWE-3 LB'E-4 (LW-LB)/(EoCS(PSI) )'E-5 
,1-(f 1.c20A 10328 
10 - 2.12'0f 1.6 -1587 
2/ ----- 2 . 851 - -_2o259 
3$ 6.1/0; 0.801 It-730 
4, 4 01120- 937 
­
56 ,,_1%PO ;_f o . . .45 5P5 --------................. . ., 
 0 113 3- fi 
7$ 23O.4$,f 0 - 900 18o314 
, -





-.- 22s, .. .. 62o3 Y5.
 
52$ - 'Of 11o.2k.07 28-.1,
 
17$~ 0 5$280r) . -6-3$1
 
12 51 ° 1.9 $ 3.889
 
16" a 8;-3., 3o.1555 .. .. . 38P . .... ... 
.g542-7o-------2o9
210- *9 5 --------­
23 . . 2o2 ... .... 03;r[ .. . 2 -05583264 2s 75, °G 2 52495 3224$ 1.2$$ 1.6 
325- 28.7/i 1.luS~ 1 7 
­
-p~ -- 2S ,f Co I 
32~r5 
-:5 7 
35$ ------ YA------ 13 .2102 
85 
---
15/12/1969 WINDOW NO 244
 
EAN _I 186o5$ E Gos(PSI) 97,4 
.--.--------.---.---.-.... . .. 
Psi -65 13EGREE --- . .. .. .. ... . 
THETA LW"E-3 LBXE-4- (LW-LB)/(ExCOS(PSI)) "E--5
 
$ iL.440 1414$0 1.375
-0 2 -------- .;950-- $8074 

2X$- 2.18$_______ 55-_______ 
3.0 .2,(0 0 8003.202 
40--------- 7. 0 ---------- f-8 -- 7--- -------------­
,o ­5. 359 o04$ -9- 35915,03 
60 ----- 00 3-7972.11.0 -------------­37900000000000000 A---
70 107 of;f- - 3 -9o 129.936 
3129 
- lig %9 ----____ A 938hx2W~u o______°96 _
 
150 160LW5 3.2$/ 16.5012
 
-16 - ------------ ­





23$ ---------- 8---j _
 
24$ 122.?& .2o80 25.j21 ______
 
-25$ -2 0 3gajW~26
 
26$ 2.514 -------- 3.- as 2.525---------­




-- 3 ----- - 08 -------- 7.92357.9,00 --------­
324 1 ___ -jq8_1e9201___ ­
3 . 4 1IMO U~22
 




15/12/1969 WINDOW NO 244JE N DLO m- . .... "- STA TLD ---18 $ 18 5o-9 - - -- . . .. .. . EAN LD o .. .18 . Cqs(Psi) 66 _.. 
PSI-- 7 DEGRIE .......... ......................................... ..... .. .. . ..
 
THETA LWnE-3 LJ3"E-4 (LwLn/(Excos(rSi))xE°s 
54 L229 0,545 1.7042 
3. 2,- $ 5$ .. 4385. _9 
4$ -------- - ---------0,9S50----- 7,-419 ------- -----­5$ 1 3VO 21.129 
6$ . 81 YKo - ro, 315o597
91" 0-5i80--310 o P2oZ992o 7$. 12100$0.; 4 y 14. ' 183,45.45 
w2 462 51_5_ 
13$ 540 15S9S 82o _0140 ---- -- 2 - 3 L - - 27 $58- -----------------------­
150,8 700 1080v120 886)
 




719 10;54 Nt,8y(4 2287
 
23.0------------ - -- IM,10482
f~o 

22$ 1,y1 1. 300----------1,t512
 
.......-. -- 5 - ------ ..- - 2 -8 .......................
240 97800 2W; 143520 




3®?--------750X 2.1 44----.1 




15/12/1969 WINDOW NO 244 
EAN LD 89 E OS _I)329 .........
 
-PSI 8$ DEGREE 
TH-ETIA LWxE-3 LBxE-4M(LW-LB)/(ExCOS_(PSI)) xE-5 
87$
-$ -. Vt.8s 2.3$4
--.--- - 1 . --- ­
-- 887
 
___2 146$0 18665 40 /PQ4- -­
30 2.070$ "$955 5.759 
25$ 98-. . 5pfo,1
-1--- 23-153- .$616---------------------------­
------ ........... - -- --26 01- 9.6234354.p5 i4 -- - -----------1$71.319 
129, 6>00 .5po, 1 S8.58 
205, 31 1 ----------- 6 j. l78814: 7$f 1. 1 92 
_C----8s 3 46815PW--------- 4.40 ---- 123-364 
177i6754 1.9 4.461 
-2-------------80---------- k r 9a433 -8---------­
1734 1bf I 95
3J
295 47301 
-2 p4 12.797 
--------- 4 ;% 2; 6--------w Mi3ff 23----------$ 8 
4 --------- 2.15831$- - --- P -___ 3.6/cl - ___13_.2,_F 
3. Pi.158t 
33$ 5478 0- I9p519 
348- ---- - __7 ---- ---IX rl ----- -1 -9 5 -------- --­
---------------------- -------------------------
NASA Cleanzng Procedure 
Na.Y ....
_23/2_2/_j96_9_ _ ,.24 _$ ___ 

START LD 18541$ EID LD
 




LWLB(-ExCOS (pI-)) -----THETA ------- LLIE-I,BXE- /-( E-5 
---------S 15 34 w- -- 1--9 - 16-808 ----------------­
20 2441O$ 1.900 110*837 
LO-.-. 2----- 30- -- 7-8,6240 1 8," L.6 7.278
 
6f--$ ---13,5Y------- . 00 ------- 6 652--------------- -­/1 0-.50, 1-.00 7.159 
-87 ---. 6,709, ---.- , 8-4U00 ----------- 8--263------------------­
8 26.30Z ,9.80f4 13.035 
110 54.0 26.8065.8 

---- 12$.----------£62.,195 ---------- 26------30-1900 ,786 -----------­130 72.0 0 100-- 35o74-

S140------- 70 ------- 500-........ --43A7- -............. 
150 112.$9 2._0 55576 
200 190.0500 11. 400 93,895 
---- 210 ------- 9-%$ 6 -.....- ----------------­. 59. 031-
22$ 89.&95 1.600 44.166 
- ------- .....-------- 36,232--------------­3 1.4 

24$ 611.955 1.,$00 31.767
 
260 5 00, 95.800 26.806 
-2-0,----------2929100 --------- ------------------QI---IL 114 
29$ 21.60 1,000 19fo689 
31 17.000 0.900 8.407
 
-J-Q2 .. &to__-_I6$$ 15f95 
33$ 19.500 2.30pl 9.580 
3 10 - -- 25.300 -.345 12.36-9 -------------­30.000-i :.A049




2_!'/J 2 _62 WINDOW NO 246
 
START L) __. . D'ENDC .......... 19 4.5
i9$5oo " LDS ',o ... ..-

SLD ___ 9.- , cos( .). 95 52... ..-------

P I 10-1DEGREE 
THETA,- LWjE-3 .L---E--(LW-LB.)/(ER(PSI-_D- -5 
..... 5 -----40 ., t ----- ---,900 --------- 201L.k85_----- ----- ------- -­
_ __2 __________-$ 306872:_.__--_­
351 27 17013722I ­40 ----------- 2 ) ....... - -. 67 9 ­50 --- 2.... --
501 18.506/ 1-...0.. 9.411 
------- 18.5* 5v-------- 888880----------9.421-------- --­70 22-40 51 755 11.46914.7 1508198 '31- iZ .....
 
.9,040 8033-715
31 ------ 7 o9.1 51.950 4&o356 
220 92. ----------- 2 -------- 46. 998 -----------------­1:t39 11.11o45 56.188
 
.... . . I
1451 140.0 -- - - -- - -P-W ---- - - -7 -I f -- - - - -- -- -- - - ­
25?15.A$ 9P.?540 109:441-____ 
1995 2518. 172pV

200 1 f. M1-------- - ---- 1!......281. 1 Y................ 
21% 86.0 8pk3.& 3---------------­
--------- 3 80. 5. 
.-------- _... 22 69. "o 35:219 
23$ 564. 1 -. 1-- ---- --2 .5 0- -- ---- ---- - -­
-2451 ___4Q0&0_ Y- Jj 25-015______250 421045 .85 21.440T
 
- -260 --------- 3. ------------ .84;_- 9394
 
0 -764....------------­280 1921. 9l4 --­
- --- 1.5$7.1Or15.200P 3.3.5 9$ 59
 
-310 . 5___ 1-5. 6,572
 
2p ,( ------------ 96- -- -- -78 ------------ -­
--32f, l5$)} - 3 i7o 43 
3301 16.21 4.2,0 5 8.571
 
335 18 ..-------- 8;550.----------.771­
90 
- ---- --------------------- -- --- -- --- ------------------
- -
-24212/ 9L4(fl' - -- -- --
START LD 190,00 END LI) 187.00 
- --
t[JEAN -LD-----188-,5-f-- --E-COS(PSI-- -185;,9. 
pSI 20 DEGREE 
- THETA -------- LWXE 3 
----------­B(CoStopSI)-)×EL5-....
 
-------- 229978---------1 ­0, 83---------------­
.1 58: p9491 2*- 19 31:19 
~ -f.~8f9t~ ~ - ----- *1919.~26365 
30 68.jf$ 1.20 36,674 
----4yi ------ 6 ro-------14W -----------23 ,093----------------­
50 21.0/9'o 0f.800 11.3013 
.-6. 20. 59 75P49 ----- -- ------------.P.....----- 11,0-35 




--- - 0------------ 5,7l---------59g2110----------- ---------------­
12$ 110.,000 1.5K 59.349 
13 ------- 138.%% -------- 22004 - 7--39-----------------­





-20 0--------850--------- - 60 2 -----------­:-

2055.09191 1.5001 29.634 
-2291------44 o------ 10A---------- 2-3718-------------------­
23 37.0W. 19.942 
26 -..... .--------. . ..-1, -- - -----------­
281 14.$o , 1.: 7 499
----------- .-- . -6-..165
29. !.5 9, ...... - ------­39 10. 500, 1.5- 50592 
-3101491 5,435...-.....
 
320 101.8001 4,191 5,613 
- 325 7.80 -- 5.9 2-L---------­------ Bp9------- B.400 ---------355 23."94f4 1.9,001 12.324 
91 
-- --- - -- - - - - ---- ------ 
__________ 
24/12 _969 WINAoWo _NO 246 
START LD 187400 MD Lfl 191END 
EAN Lh- .89o$Q ... OQS(PSJ) 171.3 
PSI - 30 DEGREE .... 
THETA LW E3 L1..E_- (LF-_LB)/(E L O -....S(sJSI 
-- - -, -- - -- . . . . --- -a- S__1 O --- 2-A$ - - - - ­------- 1-- ---- - r --- ---&-- 8- --- -- -- - ­
.1$# 21,, -1.6- -9-82, 
3$ 12500 51 o4 f 1, 7304852.25 
4$ -------- 96O5$, -3$----------,8 0 ------ 56-.083-------------­50 28.5 0 11Mp$ 16.327 ...... 
6 0,- --------9---55666
------- S 0-----------5--67- ­70 3051.y 0-700 17.502$, 72_.5 41/$'L_ _la-_$a______9.5.36 t2.f 

51. 55.483100 95 0A, 100(1
-110 12 ) 16W - - - ­-- {40 - - - ­12$, 150 -000 2.2 0 867 
170 16$ ,d00 11.2,44 92.894-------------­
5 t__1,0 AS- __ __ ___ __ 
190x 6y7g 1l900 39.06-3 
21$ 6,544s5 1.p1 35.5422
 














315 96~ 0 $





- - -- -- - - - - - - - - --- - -
- - - - - - - --- ---- 
--- - - - - ---- - -
24/12/19-92!MDokLJO LA6. 
START iD 1 91 .M END LD 1%i,$
 
MEAN LD--J.99P59......-E-COS(rSI) -152:4 9
 
pSI 495 DEGREE 
_ THETA------- LWxE-3 --------- LE - (LWLB )-Z (-ExCOS (P S-I--, xE.5 -----­
--- 294----------- 6 9 ------------- 240------- -----------­
1-1/14.49( 14.__ 1.,200 9,365 
-$ 1015. lq94 Pf. 809 68. 805 
2-450000-000---------0 0--1666--9,0----- ---------------­
50 245o000 0.600o 1695,629
 
----- 60-------46,000------ r,700 --------30,120 -------------­
70 47. 00)$ 008/ 30.770
 
10137.% 9 1. 50g 89,744 
--------- 18 C400---------2$C4 ----------- 77 - -------------------­
1294 267.000/ 1pf.2p5,' 174,426 
------- 160------..74 ------ 11 , 2 ---- 1- 3 ,-3-72 ------------------­
17$ 95.000 3.100 62.9496 _ 
U806&, ran 2 80 - 44-i4-6 
190 )48 j/ 1.60 3123 
-2p---------36--,.kvo0-------A- 0 ---------23-w543-------------­
210; 2?-.9 0800 18.965 
--- 22 ------- 6 -------- 8 A----------------------­
230 19-8040 9.80 12.932 
25$ 15o1$ 1 00 9.771
 
-26- -- ........-
13 5--- 8-788--------------­28$ o451.50 60 
. z .........-- -- 2 50 -------- --­-. - - ­
3 8.5 4 11 . 
... . _R_ ___8 0,_64335 14.1 l.8949, 9.129;) 
-34$ ----------9,50 ,~ 1­
35$ 9.9. .. 2 6fO 6.322
 
93 
- - - - - - -- -.2A- - - -- - - 1U h D AL- - I- 2 [ -- - -- - -- --- - - - - -
START LD 19010)o END LD 187.00
 
. AEAN-LD--- 188.-5 - --E--CoS(PSI-) - -126.61------------------­
pSI 50 DEGREE
 
- - -THETA ------- LWxE.3----------LB'E4-- -LWzLB-)/(ECOS(-PS-I )-)xE-5 
------------ --- - - V21,-----------,-14- ------ ----­
*. 0-- 00----- ---­
150 V75.& --- 1.229 417 .3 530# 2359 -------- 181, 6916 
...... L 17( 00 .,5 93
____18 - 5 ,X . 5;-- .. 
­
235:.00 2 .8 ' 18,438 
4 17r 6.3.1994,19 8CrT9o67 4967 ---------------­--- 170 314,1- i.39------ -9001 .656 





9-6,000------------------- --29 ------------------­2~' 185 .436
195 23.00 .2
*210f 291.5191 9.819 16:128 




1 ---------- a-,519 --------12 09------- 96q ------------­
98.94WP 4 - 'If 6.79.5 
W-- ---- ------ 9, ---------- -791----------6b-. 737--------------­
295 MIN19 S.50~ 6,437 
-.325- - 1-7-54 il%9 3 .68,
 
3391 7.301 1 -8091l 5.624
 
340 ---------- 7.30$o--------2..60( ---------- 5,56% -------­
350 7.8BOO 1,619 6.913LL
 
START LD 187.50 END I)D T9k)4
 
EANLI. 189.51$ E COS PSI 98o(5
 
- Ps W-6$ DEGREE - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - -




30 15.5650 p.8%0 15.616 
4$-------------------S- L------------3 /59 ------­0- ­
5$ 48$.bO/ 0.oo 486 .9544
 
6....300000 f-------- . 2. ....1448588.6 0- ­
78 (N4 860.,3998 d0$23 - $jL200S~ 
... 559000 12.850 596.196 
--- O 1110 206,479 -----­-255 --
30 3.26 _946 1_ 
80........ .. o - - --302 ,-979..........
 
- 70 ----------- 561---------35.9/1---- -196562
 
2105 15-550V ~15r-M -60? 
22/ ----- 13., 90. 1. ipg ------ 13 454
 
23p{ -7 5 P ---------- , 7
f- - ------------­173 
2, N_ _T_2802 95 2.5539 10-.937 




- -24 ?....3 !, 2 8
- {
- 8 ----------- -- ------­
326 __ - -- 5.894 
34$ ~1. 5.6069 
350 
-
6-300 1.29 f6.258 
95 
-------- ----------------
27/12/1969 UTNTDoW NO 216 
1-A Nt-D--9?,l --- E5, PSI) 6862 
PSI 7,/ DEGRE---------------
LB. (I'ALLB)/(EXcoS (PsI)TIHETA .. .. )CE-3 .. _ 4 XE_5 
---3 , ~--/g; 3 ---------­
7. 1-00-"- -------9 - --------------- V8.4 $­
'012.TP 7.37J
 
5y, 9 ,,20..M7322l 
. (If.. 329 aq9----5 ...-j? ...... . ...
5 --- ---.,- -- -- -- s-( . 523.91346$ ____. flQ 2.299° 





-35yr02.3/2-200yi4.0'i .  :i, / 3 
.102  
191-- 59594. 545---- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
28___ -5 .___ .. -_:_........ -s____
; ...... .s,,; .. 






- -,----------F 2 5,9 - ---­5---3
 
-20---------t1(2cfo- , 1),~3--------b14-73L 
__37.2 6?,:(,( , 1 23,0975 7 2 /i/fy' 16 -­
-- -2- -----------------.




26x ... .- -----------------1.1d67 
C)7-E' 




Tre LD 193,9N END LD 193.VA
 
.EAN-LD-- 93.(j- ------ _ COS(?SI)-- 35.02---

2z?19o69A[IaD -AOUO24L 
pSI 8$ DEGREE 
'COS(-S-)-)

-TlHE.T ..-- E -.L4--
1$f 5.20/9 pf.800 14.620 
25.425

- ----. ..Pf0.9501400.. --- 3,,8..z - - -- - 8-3  ------------­
52 28. 0,-- - 1.6- 8V.640 
...... -0-0.. -- --6 .2 -------3-12 -3 65­
70 55'. 26. 000.4 1563.108 
,W- - $~1$84&p9
__80 0 3 




-------------3 55 -4- 3 . ..........156--139 ­
140 3 .? 1.90
$0 85.123
 
(9$- -- -- .. $9 -------------53-798
 
16$ 13.600 1:.199 3.521
 
1074$ ft 801 2r,.902 
-~~~~/ 
-190~~ --- -- - - - - - -- -- -- ------o.s - -- -- - - -1, 1 - - - - -- - - - - ­~~~~~-
.00 1609(0 12.850
 
22$- ----.------------ - ­ 09,333 
240 3. >0 
--2P5$q--------- ------- r ------- &.056------------­260 729,9(9y 1915P4 2$59(41 





-33t --------- .74t ----------- .3OO ---------- 7-396 --------­
354-------3100 .000 8.138




- - ----- 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
................ Honieywqll lenie]nglPro edure
 
------------- - -----------~o24 ---- -------------­
f4START LD 189 END LD 180. 00,
 
.,jEAN-LD - ,Y E COS(p S-I) -188.09- .. ....... . .....
.f .
 
pSI $ DEGREE 
-_(LWLB) 
-
THETH ------- LWxE3.--------- LBE4 (Ecos (pSI)) -"E-5 ­
------- 37,0 0 ---------- 1,99% ------ 9g 57-1---------­
2$ 29.0.. 1. 1 . 150317 ... 
. ... ------ -16-6 O ---- --- 1,2009 -- - - ---- 8,762 -------------------------­4, 17.500 1°0 9251
 
-- 70- -2,00--------: fi --- -8--. 762
60 
- - - -
1,~
53------------­
8$. 1 .08 2. 756110 #--op0 3,,8-­
1109 .0P10 0.80052./,61
 
---_ -X0------------- ---- ------6 194---------------­
130 14o.000 1.10 74.3 75
 
---14- ------- 1-78,90------- 5 ------ 94657.......................
150 242. W0r 2j%%~l 128.552 
_ 
200 420,000 11,L. 222.694 
f 220t 18-~~-200 - ~6--t ---------Z - - -. 158------
S2 87.000 1.60 9933723py_---------L7r --- 22M --------79491---------------------­24$v2,q 
 ;4913,7 
26$ 8 1. olry8%$ 43.
 
---2 Y ------ 2f
P --------38,01; 0--------- 91. 5 5-----------­
2p25. 0 1,9009 13 292 
-300 ~ ~~~vi0----------- 1%84g 6 -----------------­~ -----
2pL pSL3s2IV1 
.55A331S W1,y 2 300S 131 
------------ k .2 j -- - - - - -37A-53 - - - - - - - - - ­-





---------------------------------- --- --------- ----------------- --
------------------
-----------------------------------------------------
START LD 178.0$ END LD 2.73 .Y,
,iEAN-LD-----75.5,. - - E COS(-pSI -S80.60-------------­
pSI 10 DEGREE 
- -	 THETA------- LWE_3 --------. LBE_4 --- ------­(LW.LB-)-/(EcOS(PS-t))'E-5 

- -5------ 72TfJ-o ---------oR ------398-56 7 -----------------­
1$ 77000f,.0 1 90f0l 4'26357.59, 
50 	 p0.k0 1 ,61 51 
....	49 .-------... 227 ------ __2 ----------- 1253-------.-----------­
50 20.200 1449595 11.1301 






P-------- 1354yOCW----------90950I---------4-6o8 --------------12$jICO lp45 8 
-134------- 19 6 . 9 ----------- 1I LI ------- 18,40----------------­
140 257.000 2, 2 f9 1112:182 
190 382f.1 	 . 29"9.7? 
----- o-$----------- 0- -- 612 	 -- 2---2$ 3,34: --- ---
21$ 160. fll 1W8p' 88.49---------------- ---­
- -2 20 -.......... l _gL, ------------- 4-,- - - - 68----------------------------­
23$ 96,. 	 7.0Gb 53.11 
259, 66. f 55.,0 36,511
 
----- 26. ............. ,4-f -----­W-------55------	 30 ----
281 27,000 1,1$91 14.889 
29 36 ..--1 8 _- a- -:-8 ­- - --- - - - - - 5.2/o - <8 	 3 --3 : ._----	 TO~j- 8.367. 9w5.d
-3 1-- 4,c( 1 -95----1--13-
-----­
329 1 2.30-14 8.178 
.... ------- 8 . . . ...I:2 --------- - 734.....................330 ­





START LD 173.f4 END LX) 17500 
., A--LD--- - E-COS(p--i)-i - - ------- - -----
pSI 20 DEGREE 
-- !THETA-- LW-E--3----- LB×E-4---(LWLB-)-/(ExCoS (pS--) )xE_5 
-. --------- 27,N------- -. 900-------- 15,692---------------­
154 72.5454 2.6(0 41. 989
 
----0-20 00 - 'f r709t53262fr&Th-5
 
--- 52:.0 -- .2/-,o 301.365 
-----125----- 30,0 ------ 1.000-------- 17,500 --- ---- ------­.­5V 25.3 -- -- 8O 14,761
6 
7, 35.- f. 700 25, 444 
--.-.--- .......... 26 f ------------- . 7-50 ------- 5- 1--------------------------­
138-000 1. /.Of 85.713 
21---------IS$9-----------I%)--------- 99-A--30 -------------­
120 212,.0 ,5 1,5/0 123.995 
.. . -- ------------- - L.....161--3 -- ..........
13.- 2.76 2.1 -- ----- -...... 
14I 0.00 291.r, 233,522 
190, 21,4.5<9 3.200 122,725
-200------ -68 0 -------- 8----. 98--225 ------------------­
- -21$ 105.000-----15001----61.368
 
-.220 --- . .- .......... 49,69
--- ...- -- ---------230 70 - 5. 0.90¢ 40 9f185&r91549008~~r0 
250 49.000, 0'0 28,633
260 -------- 4 754-. - .- . . ------------ 23,3-53 ------------------------­
284 22.3(4- 1,200 12.982 
--29 ........ .6, -------­- ---41 -9 - - -..... 9-.-37 L--------­
340 J3.21/ 1.504 7.638
 
--104 12 12La-yf_7AIL325 13.5V 4. 19~p1 7.369
 
-
5 5 --- --- k - - 9 9
325 ~~-- 1)5 5 5 5 5 f - - - ­355 24,1,00 .9,f 13.99 
100 
- ----- ----- ------------ ----- --
--------- 
------------------------ -----------
--- -- - - -- - - -- -- - -- -- -- - - ---- _ ---- -- - - - - -




pSi 3/ DEGCEE 
TPHETA ------ LWvB-3, -- JBFA--- (.LW.LB3-2(-ECOes{-Ps-:) )xE]>5 
:Lo 25. OR i, 6y f 15 695 
30 1y80$0 -X&,1 13239175 
15,6 5______,_____# ____ _ _ _ __ _ _ _5- '4F00 0. 75 25, 842 
- - -,------- ----- . - ---­
70.5910I 32,792
 
100 21rf./y/ .110 132 ,536 
12- 5i 0 - 0 2.2$o 26149556 
---- 303 - S/-1. 0 ----------------­--- - 00 010-------

15(0 350.4f 11.8 229. 302
 
087,21L f ------- - . ­- o. . . . . - .. . .. . -. - ,50--... -. .. .. -- 2 8 --m..................... 

nifo ------ 0 --------- -,3- - -------------­
230 I9.~yfOf,31,9 
250 36, ('1 1i00 22,669~
 
-- 264{ 30 - j /IlOT --- 711-------
------ ------- m-- -B-. --­
28$), 18. '400 11. 403 
290-- - 13-5$ 509Lj ---------­
300 11 P42<91/. 2 Ly00 72(19 
-- V 01 *Wo-6,4593 - ___ 
-315-----15.5% 8 ,)9 6.744345-------- 15.000-------- 1,:BrX0l-------- 9, 6-­
35 5:j,1. 8pfy 9.358 
101
 
- - - - - - -
----------- 
----------------------------------------- ---- -------------
START LD 175.00 END LD 175.00 
AEAN-LD..---17519f5-. -E-COS(pSI --- 140.-8. 
psi 495f DEGREE 
-- THETA--------- LWxE_3---------- LB.E- 4 --- ( LWT-LB) -%E xCOS (pSi-)) X5 .-.-­
---- 11,..... 	 6f 0--------------9,380------------------­
195 17.00059 1.,200f1.5 
29. - 6_41r ...... 1lcP-7 fO-U 3 489 ­
a50s00	 0--0- -A-7--d595-4 2-50133O-.800--------f. f0--196-3 14550- --------------­
50 1600 	 94,90f2 
--------- 6 . ----95/------------ -70 ------------43  6 ----------------­70 72.7 	 51,342
3 1:3.1' P: 	 ps. 80 9. a-74 
10 25.$959, 0. 6jf 

..... 69 3-. ------------ 0 -- _-...........
 
5 0 Iff 1o,5----.8-- 7. 
.---- --	 £42 2-65-8 7­3 	 ­
1295 520.g 	 19.2/ 370.5485 
-----160-------360.5 Of0;------------ 220---------a56Q14------------­
17,r1j 2005,000, 3.1$sA 142.553
 
_90_ 95.),33T. 1 6 	 67-714" 
--19-- - --- ,00 0 - - - - - - -0 - - - - - 09 - - ------­- --795 - -- - -- - --49 ,r  ­
210 55.090 0.8095 39.206 
-----2L------- 9L5 	 - - 0,Spff--------- 67,761 -----------­o- ---- ---
2305 35.000?, p5.89, 24.928 
I - 3,,do __21,345 
250-------23 	 23&------ 18846
-1jf9 
--- 280 - - -- - 3 3 V4 -15,-- - -- o000 26 ,.562z- - ---- - - ­
20 1.5- 1500 10.958 
3005 1$.8;f(9 	 -)160ayr 
88
---------- (10o.5O ppf
----------1 --- --- ---765 R 35 1 .500 2- 6 195 K.024 ---------­
102 
---------





----_ - - - - - - - - - ­
-L -4A 19 9-- - - - - - --- 2 DO - -J - -----& _- ------ - - - - - - _ 
TART LD 178.0- END LD 175.191
 
S.,lEAN- LD..--17St51- -E COS(PSI)- 118;55--­
pSI 50, DEGR-F 
)xz45---(LWTHETA - LW×E--3 ......... L-B . LB)/(-E× COS(pS-I)) E 55
 
S--0 l--6d 1 2-If 0, 884 --------------­
10 13.005 1:0k------- -j-18 
304 332.000 91,8vl$ 26,9082 
--- . - . - .---------- -700 -------- -189 -735 --------------------------­
50 56ffl/00.979 0o 71 4723758.019
 
-6$ --------9D ------- -- ---------

79f 14 -0 000 .9 ......
 
10L241 2 .295p, 354,096 
J61--150 32--70- X/V9 11. 2yfo 311161 
-- -. 16 20/,o --------- 3.200 -------- 168.444 

170 128,000o 1.8010S l1M82$
 
21 38. '00 0.800 31.987 
- -22yf------ 33,0 ----- f800-------2769 
230 125.00fp 11 oo9 105.3L ----- ---------­
... . . .. 
89.63......

. . h2. ..  .....
 
25$ 19.,3f 1.400p 16.162 
- 260 --------. 0 ------- 14,669 ------------------­.-- - --------. 
28,0 13.500 4.p 11.050 
- -9,-. -- _-, 7 -- ............................ 
295 10.-700 850 
. -_3. . .__ _ ____ ___ - Sa-­
331 9.500 1. 800 7.862
 
3 40' ---------9.6-0- .- - - -7 .3-7
2 .........................






START LD l75.Oq, END LD 178. 0,6( .4 AlN--LD-....l ,6,5o------. E COS (pil! ....- 92o 22-.. .. . . ... 
92---------- ------------­
pSI 60 DEGREE 
...... -THETA------- .LWE------------ LBxEAI---(L-IL-LB) J(E-C-OS (PSI-)-) xE 5 .­
------ 0-------IL.-01-----------1 9191$---------12. l krlI--- ----------­
10 12.4ffpf 0.950 13o 34 
S-------L .5 ..-------..f4 157--154------------------­
51 1683P 0l9 17563661 
S7$ 2p2$~~170------------2. 041 9 8$,%1--------­
7p'200.003,9010 2199,10
 
190 4780.1; 12 8009 844.It 
--14------ 25 1 ------- f. 9 f ------- 378, _3----------------
S1 .2 211.115
 
.160--- 1 .4.. 129,935 

175 8'0 1.64 89.833
1594 '95,91i. ,9( 2581991 41.1 L - 900 £r7 
-2q----------- 2,0 0------- {b 90--------- 33-.75-19 --------------------­
200.90 27.121 
---220---------2rS%0v-------- 110-------- 224121-----------------­
2391 249101,$ 25,863 
2501 15.60p'4 2.910 16.700934> ,Z._~_.. _8_...... 091 .. 4.3o76.........

---- 26f/------ 1-5-0 91SO-------&--------a 15 854 ----------­
.285 *1W 8.2009 12.9415----
-­
25------- -0-----$------- I,&9SQ---------3 3,2,13 ----- ---­3 15 9. 2(0p 1,819 9,781 
330l 7. 890 2.600 .7 
3491 8S2----------- 8.-708-------------­
3591 9-6009 -1,200, 191280 
104 
----------
START LD 178.00 END LD 182,3M 
.4EAN. LD- - -8$S --. E--COS(pSI)- 64,33 - -­
psI 70 DEGREE 
- --L - . ..--- -L
..THET --------W xE -3 --- ---. . oL ) _(dEXCoGSI- SI-) ×E_:5..... 
30 0.800 1675~034 2.. 8d_, 0.80)/ 32.209 
50 78.O 1.3,0 i29o57i8 
7c53800000Jd'.Of( , -1 o50 59071560:,00 
.g00 
------------- 7 
1 0 3 .M x -g: 557.921 
14 7V544-------pw
150 105j4do 18 2­





2 0 15.5fgf . l.o 23. 24 
-22/ -- ---- ---- - 2 ,300-------- r-473 --- ----- ---- ­- 3 .,Sf pL230 .f 1o8 fv 18.063 
250 450, 0if$ 
. 0- - JS'-312-5798.898 















/I971- -- --aIIJD &2k ____ __
 
START LL -_2,$ END LD 180,00
 
.AEAN-LD- ±o:, ----- --- 3284----­... E .os(psIr) 
pSI 8$ DEGREE 
-THETA-- -- LL'E_3 ----------LE --- (LW-LB)-/(-E'COS ( PSI-)) x 5--­
---- 0 ---------- 8, Oz4 -------- .Br ----- 4,a ------------­
10 9.349591 8 28.-73 
30 NO00 0.95pf8~2S4$----- _26, ---------a0-------78.-86 1-------------------------­
50 52.,r/ 1, 69$ 157 44 
--------160,f$i- -------- 6.200~f--------- 485--325 ---------------------­
70 82$,o$$$ 26.000 2488.843 
-808$29 0 9L* -0.$$%-2 -9 $$9V $/iP. 13&9 8-9646,­
12 8,.500$ 9710.75712$ --- -- 20 OV----------- 3,241 ------- 364425 ---------------------­
140 69. 00, 1. 907 209.515 
-,-5$r -------- A34'059----------- 1,600------- 130-A4,r ---------------------­
16$ 29° 9507 111i87.965 
18$ 14,595$ 0080$ 43.906 
-- '9$ ---- -aa./q---o------- $ -------33 ,;-250$---------- --­
295$ 8.6p0 1,95 25,88121 ---- - - - a - -- 5 ---- ­
22$ 6.40.(5 1.3009 19:491 
24$ 6.40$ 2.9/f 18.604







__ 295--------- 6C.70(----- --- ---- 99 6$ - -------------­




32,0 Li.40r 1.90 12 .819 
30__ -.... 1 0 ------ 14,2 9 - - - .-. 




-.....---------------A ter- Vacuum .Ouvgas - - ­
li5%zL~mIL ~ _PI_ 
START LD 283.p END LD 185.0$ 
_
 
.EAN-LD 1ItL-$.... E CoS(rSI)-- 19227
 
PSI 0 DEGEE 
- THETA --LW ---------- L ,E:4---(LWbLB)/(E'COS( PSI) ) 'E-5------­
-5... 00 

2$ .35.... 1.991. 1 

- - ... ..--- --- ---------.-- 24 :66---- ----------­
- .5 .. 
4022.5009 l.t0/161 
--50$ -------- 20,rj5f9------------ 1-,-291$r---------- 19-600 --------------------­
6$ 20.7910 i-000 10-714 
- - 3$---
-,-...,-; l-7.278
.. ... 70$--- - -2 3..5-- 12 -- ­
80 1 0800 16.082______ 
6741009pf1 91890 ,

- --- ---849p----------p-po------ 42-082------------------­
13$. 00 47.973 
ti5 150 2--___ 




26$.-. .$5 _# . # 9 1 31 °6055, _9 0.8,1, 28.564I­
---- 140 t - -- -- - 12$60------- - - - - -- -- --­-- 10-- -7214185f--
. 28d .......19 
- ­ ]5,9 36 ......... .
29$" 22,51 .0 0. -1650 











_--- - ----------------- ---- - - - --- ---- ---.--
START LD 185.V END Lv 8I5
 
,EAN-LD .... 185.0---E COS(p&15 $,3J ..
9 
PSI 10 DEGREE 
-THETA - LW--E--- . LB-E_4 -- (i3 -LB)-(E×COS(pSx) )X-5 ­
. 5....-5. 17O -,894197 -- --­
10 1280.0100 3.9,0$ 672.255 
____2_ - 193-1 ---------- 2­
30 3 5. W -. 7$ 18.295 
... 40 28640 -2-------- 5- ------- 14.97----------------­





70 28.500 f.75 1o 931 
100 86.00pQL 45.132 
120 1,000 1.10I4, s- ­
.. ._. -30----------129 ,0 
_.,_ . .6-7-,6f)-7-
r$9------3-----~ ---- ---- ---­
140 158. 00 2.200 82.878 
229 f ------- 5824 -- --
10 237,9000 11.20r, 123,902 
-- -- 9-----3 - --79$ 
210 978ofs 1.830 5A857
__0-------- S 38 -49T--------------------­22 ---- YLLO$951 -----------2301 60.,01000 31, 64 
---------- ,--5 --- -- ---_A¢_, - --- --- ­25$q 46 0 00800p 24.121 




--lg -gr29$ ------ 1 ------- L 4 ------- 1/$2,)go-------------­




-.1-3330------ --20.3$U------ 4 2,O------- 0 





- -% ;- - ---------- N - 6--------- .......
 
START VD '85 00 END LiD )8500
IEArt La- --185 . - ...-- -COZ(?SPs ) - 8-,-65 -
PSTI 2$ DEGIEE ­
.THETA -- ------- - - (-----LB)/( EOS -- SI-)) E-5 -. 
--- j ------ a27,500( ------ 1,%(9f -------- 15,034 ---------------------­
1$ 44. ) f$ 2 601 24 $79 
30 6,$d .209, 14B.017 
-"0 -3$$----- ---- -- opp---------- 4 
5$ 310i -.8/10 17.021­
-6-----3,0-%$%------- -0y7-75 --- --- 16-;474 --------------­
70 31 %70 18.678 
'it0-----12006J.353 
-, -.- 10 -. --......----.. ..0 ............ 7 5 -- .. .... 
........... 1.9 --............ I-.50-------85.(95---------12. 156. 00 
-140 285. 0 14.200 356,330 
X90 128,.$00W 3.2orl1 70.287 
0 0.0-----------------------­
2191 68.00 .500 3.5 
~~22 --- - 5-------------- 2A-----07----­











- -29. 16-8--- .-------- ---.-----­99--....  . 
300 15:590'5$ .5 
320
-325 --. 16.50$$ r5fF - 9 8.60505 
355 26. 5y-fO ,9.919 15.565 
- ---- --- - ------------- 0­
------------------- ---- ------------- ---------- -----
---
------------------------------------------------
START LD 1851 END LD 18°S9
 
-"EAN LD ---186-5/ ----12Ecoa P&I -168 77..---

PSI 	 391 DEGREE 
"' 
-aTHETA- - - ------- -LB IE-4-- (-L LB)-/(E"COS(PSI)) E-5-.......
 
-------- , -------- 1,.6p9 $----------- - 289 ---------- ------­
28_o___ 16:496 
391 265$$$.t4 -00 !57017531 
.... ..-- 4 ---- ------- 81" 9211 83 - --------------------------­- ------ .0 ----------

0:% 0. 75y 30.767'

...... 	-- . 2- .......
6 ----	 --------6.0------. 2-7-220 .......................
 
7025 2 - 0)1700 	 3j21.779­
1204 p 1,193$ 109.551 
12$ 2' .9)0 2.29fo 133.186
 
------- S4{ 21--------21&,623 ------------­
17$ 221o pf$$ 11.,200 129,691
 
190 	 19010 50.8h14 
21jo-------- a~ --------- 3,500 -------- 36,647 ---------6 2, 	 ---­
---------- ...........
-------	22 -0 _-- 8p 5-7 .8--. . . . .. . . . . . k21$' 64 ,g'~	 1F3.6 
.. 	 22....- .- 38pp -- 8- ...-----.-46-&- -­
230 320,00 . o8o 18.913 
250 26.191 	 1ro0 15.346 
--- 260 ---------. ---------- 1r9 9 ----- 2-5,-2------2-­
280 19.00f31.1c~ 11,199
2-- -- --- -. 5 ,5--- 2....r...... 	 ---------------------­
-310-	 -- 8 465
 315345-5.300 	 88258$ 
-35-------- 24 0,---I 	 14,124---­
350 18.29"). 	 10.677 
110 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-------- -
--- 
----- 4l--- ------------------ ----- --------------------- --
START LD 188.91$ END LD18,0 
.EAN - ------------- ---I Co----------Y 
psi 4$ DEGREE 
THETA -- -- -- LWEz3 --------- tB,Ew4- -- (-LWLE )-COS (PSI)) x-5------­
----------LD5;70 ----------1-.60--------- lo--26 --------- ------------- ­
1019.2591 1.200 12.679 
30-4 56.,0054.919 37.1595$0-- ----h74$1,.jpf-------81----So----49173; 53-1---------------------­
50760,0049 0.600 098 
- -6------- 7-3 ;$91$ ------------ ff.9!$-----------4804563 ---------------­
25 1 pf V166.d427 
-----10-- 3291jOrrfo ---------- 22~----------2-12-i-496------------------------­
120---- 410091f4pj 10,00 271770 
1- -------- -----------------------­20 -- 1 &;-7-7$ 

17$ 125 0 3.1908.5
 
-9 58 c cR 1.600 38. 435
 
-2$22$........4 :f1 1Oplo ------- 282.5071
62---fy I ----------- ---------------­
25$ 34.1r,? 32502,0 

2691~~-----22,000---------1---
 9- - -------- ~ ---------­
29$ --------. o 2~99-------246 
-------------­30 25.500 0.800 8-6692
 
35 20.1300 1.810 113769 
260----------2.W~r)--------Ijjo--- 5'3--------------9.1---- -­
35$ 14,64 1.590 9,2r6 





START LD 188,P END LD . ,
 
_ EAN -LD- 5,-- E-COS (paI)---25;-94 ..... ...... ..8 ...... 

-EA-----D --- - ---- -S- - -- - 59----------------------------

PSI 50 DEGnEE 
THETA--------L XE B--E.4--LltLB)/(RICOS(PSI)) xE_-­.----- . 
......... 2..-600 ------- -200-------- 9.910 ­




-----..-.... 6,---,0-------.- 61,292 ---------------------- ­
50 183999,969 gf. 7$$ 146103.500A
----------6'--------. 23 01.dil -------- 1826 -. 31.--ix-- . ---...- ------------------------­
70 1544 123.000/26$ 
80_.000 !Lr3Pf 1 12-.224lc4$ 42 yr00 2,2, 333.323 
----110 ----- 630.00------- 9-.4/ -------499o-500-:- ------------------­
15$ 23$4.$00 11.200 181.740 'C 
-16f 97.22j--------- -----------------­I-----~l&90-----
'70 77.000 -.8,0 69" 998 
- ----- ?5 -57-59-­
'90 3 01000 30.,888 
__200 - -- ---- - .-- -. . 7m ------- ------ - -- - - - -­
21$ 24.Oo00 0.80, 18.993 
220 )'o -o - --
- - --30 ,- - --- -- - -- - - - - ­
..... _ ------------ -$_P ------------ 16, 2 - - - - -. -­
23$ 94. , 1.1i0 74.553 AZ 
P0c__ .2$0t5Ab30 1 
250 15.040 1.4009 11.799 
__260--------- -------110-------14-.6---- -----------­
28$ 1 291 4.,00 8.576 
---------13 ~4---------4,700 ---------­-29v- 1 10.505 --------------­
295 16.900 .591 J2 744 
34-------- oo------- -- ----. 528-­
35 11.511 1.600 9.9194 
112 
--
----- - - -
START LD '870r) END LD !F66o100 
- ..
EAN LD--- 1 8 6 50 - .- CGS(pSi-) -9744 -
PsI 60 DEGREE 
-- T H TA -- ..LB-E-4 .(W)-LB-)(EC-S pSI)) E-5 ­-- -Lw -

------------- 10a50--------- 1-c-Opf --------- 9-o.673------------------ -
I0 12.49 0.9505 12,628 
. . 
0 
..... . . . . -16-.. .... ... ... ... 301 22 .519'0 91800 23:09 
-- --- - - ------ 69------- -----­
50 124 05r1% 0.9050 1273165 7 
-- 6 -l36 05%91$s ---------- 2709,o -1 --3?57-2;969 t--- -i-v ----------
100
- - -
6559g '-j0 8591.493 ~ 
-------- 1 -59, - , --- - -------...........265 f - - =-
 7 823 --x---------------------­
150 1306f--6 3.0 133,087
-------16 ...76.,V-------1 --0 ----------------------------­----.. ,0 ---------77 8 2, 
3





k210 17.2591 0 -9007.6
 
-------20 ------- f------ -21.665------------------­
231. .5014 214 tV
 
250 1.80 2. 00 19.089
 
--260 -------'6 31 pf---- ------- A80 -- --- - - 6-33ag ------- -- -­
28 16.30 8.200 15-887 
315 -- - - - 13.5 f - -- -0--20,0 --------- J3. 79-3 - -­
3415 3 -51 71,8959 13,670
 
33,0 9.500------1, 19 9.38,0
 
.... ... .!.9,, 5 ...., . -7-,---9.-575 .. . ....... 
35P 9.8 2.00. 9.934 
113
 




-- --------------- ---- -------------------
- - - -2- 46---- - - - - - ----- - --
qTART LD 86.00 END LD 185.00
 
,EAN LD -.....85 5 .- - COS(PSI) -- 66.30 . . 
PSI 70 DEFGREE -_ --- _ _ _ _ _ _ 
... -
THETA -L--E- L-B,E=.4--- (-L LB)/(E xCoS p I-))XE 5-





29%8$91- 0- 9---­-- i9 -4 

30 18.700 0.800 28,5086

- - 1 - 9505--------- ---------- 4..61.------------------­
5$ 67 O . 30,0 1.867 
60- -------- 23j,% 00-------- 5 f -------- 346 17-7------------------------------­
70 5200040 1.00 
....... g--_ -- 42"='­
3-50. 
-0 1 .5:316 
_-6 --S--------- -- -- - -- --. 6 3 7-----------------------......1-03.Off1,100 46,594 
129------ 13,SX$ 01.8005 25,221 20 . - ------------ 0A 900------- 2-9.926 ---------- r----­249V--------. 1005 16.728 
220 --- - 10- ,3 - -- -- - - -- --­------ ~ -- - f - 4 .B89a - - -- --23$ 9900 i.800 14.662
 
~2"0 - ,4 -2,0 ---- 1-5,235-%­250 376 445-$fS 557,5p94v 
~26 ----------- PIP do9 - --- 2-7-.694------------------­
1 0 0 0275 15.,00 156.044 




--- -- 2837: 






------ 7---------- 4-- - -- - - 6 - --- - -
START LD 285.-; END LD 185.00

.EAN_ LD-- I85 -- -E COS(pS)- - 33.57- -

PSI 8$ DEGREE 
-
THETA DxE--3 ----------- LB'tE4 -- (LW-B)/(E..COS (PSI-) X×E-5 
- ----- --6-- - -0-S-------18;827
 
10 8 :o1 00 .spio 23.594
 
-,-
3$ i1- . 95-# 41,721
 
.-4$------- 22--2,$----------- . 65.836 -------------------­
b. -
L --------- 11-346 -------61.600 -------334 8,09 -------------................
 IV 102- 1 6.557-.

70 48$ °,'To 26.000y 14220 473
 
-80-15 50-00--
.1.20 263 ,,fdpj .500 4617llt$780.944
 
... 30--------... 9. ---- ---------- 2.7-5. - - ---­14$ 48:,q ; '.0 142.426 
f---------
--
---- J--5 2&------ -- % 23----------------------­16$ 19.0$0 1.1$0 56.273 





-------- _-4,800 -------- 23,15949------------------­
---.----..--.. ,-,-- .. .. . . .. - '. .. . . . .2 3 )--0 -------- - -:---- -­*2$4o 6,.600109 19.3632 1 0$ 5 . "y 
22$ 5.500 1,3,$ 15.997
 
2$-5,-$1 5p2- -6533­




7 -7$$f 17 j5$4O ------ - ---------­26$5 550000 19,500 1632.639 
~~~~ 29Z-------
---- ------ 260--------23,355A$V -----------------­
30 . )/f2.60V, 19.185 
33$----I-o
-3 30 - - 900 13.733
--- -4,6 0 -------- -,--- --- 13) 3 - - -- - - - -- - - ­
34$ 4.SOO 1.0250 14.031 






NASA Cleamng Procedure -__ 
- ----- --------- i' o 2--4 	 - -- ------ - -- -- -­---- -~ 

L
...S ARTT._.8_,f~.Th.....hD_-iD 18ED6	 --. .
 
1IFEAI1 LD 186. E COS(PST) 1.36-A 
----------	 .. .................
..... 	 EFE-__ __-........................................ 

)/ COS(PSI) )XE-..5THETA LV'-_3 LBTEE- L---B/E--
2 	 . . . 9 - . 3f._26
 
- S6 ~ 26 8.3?
4l1:6 	 13.SF) 




-----81 ----0- ---1 f - ---2------ -- 1--7-­
100 &/5.9{$ 	 p.70 53.99 
11 6i(Ij r % 82028
 




1469 190 00 	 1.5V 97.685 262 JIRI 2 	 . .. _3__7_...1_i1 . .. 
....... - ---........2  2 --...... . -4- -- -­. ­




2 191 2 -.-
-- - ---

230 1 60i. 9$ 	 .*20 66.84 
250 1"0 -02 	 0.90p 56.55 
28$ -------- 2 r)T----- ------ .-91T1f 2___-	 6-5 
300 37.-Off 	 1.10 18,98 
---- - 33..S l 	 gJ q$_ 16,03 
32- -	 .-------63-2 , r ----­
------ ------6 .Sf0 2.-(235
 
34/ 61 ff -- 2 ---- 3271?






~r1-	 ----------- -- -----ND------tw ------ 24 -- - - - - - - ­9 
-START 	 LD 186.7' END LD 186.--
-PS- 0- E GzE 	 ---- -- ------- ---­
5 550 0,P) 	 .90 .2 
20 	 165 gg. 5< 1 862p247 75 
-2$ ~~~80,/f." . 
------	 Og ---------- - - _70--------- 21, 3 ------­
22.934% 	 .1:2,35Mtl 9i218. 23 
6(5 36.5<,f 	 .80 18277 
--- -Y 	 f 642--- ------------22--4380 51,0 	 ,.7c. 26,6 
----.....-- -- - -- -- -.. . . - . .. . . .. . .. . . - -- -.. .. . . . ..---.f6. --
11114 125., < 
_lz_ W_.._.s_...... I2 88.76 	 ___ 
1 'o1i 109.641301 21f0.,I0 	 1 o5­
.... 	 14$.. .. 2791, 1 , ; 
15$ 47$f.-00 2 .$2.. 45 
-----------OO L9_ 12A1 	 f- - - - . 
200,4 7501.0I,% 3.1$ 39(68
 
21d f __ 88.2
 
22$ 13$A.$ 	 1., 485 
2ao 8545 90 44.36
 
p1.891 3685
 2636 	 33.92
 
6.-& 	 _ 09 18 j5--------­









12/21/969 uImowwNo 244 & 216
 
START-L -18L p(S -----EID jJD ----- (
 
IMEAN LD 188jf00 E COS(PsT) 1~lt,6$ --------- -­
-....P LII$_, DEGR.PE 

THETA LVI.E_3 LBxEL' (LWLB)/(EX-COS(PSI)) Ex5 
5 V1,90 2L'.27 
-- - - - - 9 4 --------- ----- - - - - - - - -­
2$ '040.0 1.7$ 9209097 23__ 1700 19 _9. 752 




6$r A8. f 0.75 31038
 
S7 f Ws7f2~------------7-80 59
.7/8V 78 0 ---------070 ----2 F-- -----------­
8 17, °92.2 22, 7,(y4 1, $ 1 29. 
12,q- -1.53-- 79.02 
130 00pd 2.2$ 1 07 
180f 790 -.0 1 .20 . .
 
2/38str'yr r ~ 205.75
 
-1 
 ,2 2561M.K 1.5/ 135.35 
22$ 90-.f 48-.7Tf 
... ...... 43 .29. 
.. .... ............... 

---- --,24$ 854" pf. 8__6.__ 
26$ 65.00 . . . 1 { 35 516 
_ 28 % 38 $ 1 2o1 - 29t. 52
 
32 p--- 51 ~ -I 45
29$4 32.93 :, 5fff 1,5 __ d ,90 7: 25
 
31g 3$...... ,pf$4-- 2; -T6.12 
____ 
.r{ --
32-............ 3.,4 4. r4 16 .57
 






--- ----- -- -- ---- --- --- -g---------- --------- -- - - - ­-----7 56

-1-F- - -- - - --6- - ..- ---.. - -- - - -- O-- ----- ---A- -- . .................. ...............--- ­
---- END ----------START D -- LD . -89. -..........
 
MEAN LD) 188.51 E ,o(rSI)1 79',58 
PSs 35 DEGREE 
THETA LWXE_3 L)EI- TT B)/(E (PTd-O-(Pflp-E..
 
. . 36_T. F 2.64 2.9,95
 
------- ,6( 28.p15 
20 90. 7M-­
5,78 Z f .5 568
 
0.- ~ ~f.781 6..51
 
l--f 66W)0- 1 580 375 16 
13f9 1951f P 11. 2f, 673- 5"7 
.- 7 --- ------. . '.... pir9t -. . ----- I 4 . ............ --....- 1 ...
 
180 480.0f0f 3.10 281.21
 
.1 14.6120,$ 249Xf 1.50 
._ _ ____2 Lf___t !____ 13 .77 _ 
220 140,. 01,8 82.3 
240 954. f 8f 55.65
 
---2 50 --------- --_- --- -.
-L 4- - - --... .. 
26Hf 62, 1.10 36.28 
29f< 32.(91 1.501 18.67
 
-39 b IPPL ,4j 17.45
 
33 Ir 28.9 
-2 V7T I 
3--3-5 29.1 8.22-- 16:52 
......... 90 .3.5 

- 83.
34_,_ 8, 18.65 
119 
12/2)/1969 VIP DoW No 2441 &,246 
SmA rTRLu _ l--a - E9N0jIHD... V - ----- -------------......... 
MEAN LD 189.49 E COS(PSI) 151.29 
THETA LWXE_3 LBXB4 (LWLB)/(ECOS(PST))xE_5 
_ 31.0f 1O60 21 38 
29 - 1.00 34. 97 
- - - ...........'9 9 E -9.9.0 ...
Lid 5990f(,f 4 0080f 3899852.OV9 
-- 9t -- [J7
2..........l59 

60 ff 0.70 85.88 
5,., 1 99948
 
8--------- --. 5 3-------96.5f-------__­917

~2.2$O'f 
70 16i,2$ 58.22 
___8u---M~L---- -3 3 
1891 32 .1.99 .,8,1 2 .1 r99 
----- 3 4 -- - -- - -- 609L--- 151---- ------ ­
90
061, 
21. . 125 ... 80 82.57 "
 
22 215 . . o ....... ­
0 --- --- -­28,/(L 34. 41 1,4 6 
29$r 329V9 2.50 29.99 
3015 28. f 7.90------0 ­




-12/21/1969 --~WIDOW- NO -244- &,246 ----- ------- -------
RT 8 Jp END 1,D 189.A001MEAN LD 19.... E C6S(pSf Y-- 196,95 
pSI .$DEGPEE, 
THETA LWxE-.3 LEE4(W--7 ths(S) E5 
0 '37- 1. 20 2 
14 52o40 1) 5 4742058. 00 F.5. 
; ... ... 




60 2/, .pf 0,8(4 T5$748-

S- -7-- - - , ---.-- 315
 
80 53...O/' ..... __t 6 
-- - -- 5 4 - %- -- 39 .-------------­
110 550.00-----9 40 425 
___ 120L 62q,31 
1604$p$3J; 362.12 
------a7 --- 2--------3_ 
180 173.18 
_ 




220 75.00 O8/ 59.f2 
------- .234j2 28 4,9! L . --­------- _.----------24d 72,00 12, 56.62 
---- L--------- 62OC -------------- 7 
269. 170 1.1 133,83 
290 6.o0 Lt 7, 31.93
 
...... 295 --- 32 8.5------- 2454
 
325 32.$f 1:80 - 2i,
 
340 30.002%4 23.3 
-35L -3 1,, 25 8 
121 
--
12/23/1969 WINDOW NO 244 & 246 
STAETUSLD- -9a8.,ffL- -END I)---------------- - ---------
NEAN LD 3880.$ E COS(IpSI) 98.22 
THETA LWE_3 LB.E-4 (LWLB)/(EXCOS(PS)) 'E_5 
038,91i' 1-00 8.5 
------1 ------ )46 p191----------01-95----­
2$ 58J401 pf- 80 58.97 
------ --- 4qi----------- 8f -9---­3 ----8
-....... --- ... 38.. °9]91 .. .. . ..--9 3-3... ... ... .. .
4$ 1159191 0.8$ 117.0 
691 390 0 2.../ 397953129. 
7---- - --- 3 .9 3562,o4 
- ................0 -I-° ...... 2 5891d B' ,12.B 1831.2. 
-108491. Gfpi ---------- S81524. 
-150 0.-. - _.. 1. 5.. 












52.6 -......... ......... 































------------ v roi o U. 4---------------------------
SART LD 88 ED LD 188---------------
MEAN LD -88454 F coo(psI) 6t19 
,-----PSI-7 DEGREE 
------- THETA.-----------
-w--(E×-cos L (pSI) ) E. 5 
$_32,_9 . F 5_ .95 
_ .9 





8 - 2 f 4295 3 .79
6,r, 5.5445. 15.00 3A Th56t. ­74i3002S ts'C- ~~1 3 795295,5098
80 2555 4,0"000 §2r 5F -----­
1 - -- 64 5.p- - .9a 9-- - -­
505.572431f 

16 0 10 2.6 208.13
 
18f4 84.5 7.9 1 .93
 
25 Zfx, ..0{ _lfAJ £ 2 , 78






2604 s2 Wt --.---- 10 -p___t 5 

3195 31 . 015 2.295
2_. rf_ 42:73 
......... 3.
3203-33rf 27 . 00Y 1, 38,529 





--------------------------- -- ---t-'8_ -- - -- - -I d ----'_-- -- _ -- _--- -- .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . . . . 
12/21/1969 WINqfOW NO 2 4 &24 
----- £ ND £fll - 188.91d- ----------------­ABTLDhj884; -

MEAII LD 1889191 E CoS(pST) 34,11
 
.......-- s- _ - DEGfEE
 
THETA LWXE-3 L3E4(WL/E~SPI X. 
0, V 
-- --- ...------ 5 -- ------ - -- ---­7 ....... 

1214,99 0.801 32. L -- ­
495 28. 00 1.009 81,79 
691 2915 d'5 6., 599,16 
80 8)11100.r9 130o 9191 2467 242.f 
------1291 384. ok919L -

130 8-00.. 3,291 52672
 
140__ 11. 5.Vo 3j1 .5­
1576J 1069 222,32
 
isfi17 $ .01 7§A- -_
 




223, £ - 67,13 
214 294 .9 58.2f

----ao ----- -- ? ,0.p . . . _ .... . . . .... ..-- -----.  1_-3. -------.. ... 58 ,qs 
230 223pl4 1. T239 22 .r 1.50 64.05
 
R4,0 ---.--.------ ?L 0 t .------ 2.9(4
45 17.93 73. P1 3-74021 
2_6 09 5125 3 5. ___5.­1 --
295 34.j1$, 2.61 98.91
 
----3--------- --t IV - -- - 0 T
 




33- 2/ 9191 -....... ....--y03 5 -........ ..
%8W13__, .of 5 _ ____r I






..... ....... ...............Vacquum C ontamp in o f Both_ .... ... . ...
 
-- -}q5f97Z WINDOW NO 246 & 244..... 
TAFT LD --- - END Li - 171.0 - -. ..... .... ....
 




T.. - - ............. 
-----; ..(LW.. - Ev-oS(.. ..... 
-- 2 2$ -- 5 4$r0 1 900 -__ 
2_6$fl 2, 039 
-- E--T. -------- 3 - ------------ .....- ..2 ..... ..... 
....--... ..--- , . .. ....) - ....--- -­.. . .- .... .4 ... ­
570 30.rie '2v14 16.722 
-_ ----------- , --------- 793---------------- ---­3NO-----

70 1-3.744 21 222 
1$21 1S 0-7.61 42691.46 
_ 7_0b
_ _ _ 2-a'~----------91. 8001-----. . - .. _8__- ..-RP 11 38 2_.-9191 .. I---------------------.
12$ 7f. 9P- 0-- 44:162 ­
13$ .a 665 - --------------­
14$ 11o4or!, 1.509 __ 61.477 
1600 10.200f 1(2.92p1 
.......... - - 00- 1 -------­
21$ 164.r&d 2,601 91,637 
..... . ..---- - -1 ...-----------­
23$, 91.914$0 1.20r0 50.861 
20~~1 47$1 V, l6- 13 -A-, 358 ... 
254 56,,), .50,1 31.29r,
 
26 -.--- 259 -- 8.f -------- -465-­
280 49.004 .29g 27,372 
29----------- 3, $o 14 $---------2$--0653-­20 

39 514 3 f -5.f ----. .......... .7 28
 
1$- r5l -0-900 - -l6,459




340,1 79.97 4. 2191 43 ,977




-f5/-1970RTWjIDOW NO 246 & 244
 
_ TART D-17-1491' END-LD- - 172 ,9194-





THETA LWxE_3 LxE-, (LWLB)/(EYCOS(PSI))xE5
 
5 55$$.941$ 1.95, 33-1-6.335
 
1$--36$$t 000-9 2909(-20-3&9853, 500- --­_ 
2 ' 36. , 	 2.6o0 203.838 
-M30--	 --- --- -r7 9 J$--------4b.9034- --------­
4$ .$f 	 1200 28.263 .
.... 50 ...... . _,...... _ ...........2_ .6958_. 

6$r 39.5919 0.80 22,953
 
_8.47 1 7r6 2- -56 __
 
8068, 95 f 70 38.491 
----- -------- 4L 8 --------- $L07-------------­-A.3$ 	 J
']0 	 0.950-- 98 o ,i 	 55. ,76
12.. 	 -- 20 .26-7 1295-.------66. --­----.. ---------­
130 138.o 'iW
%$( 	 78.115 
__ 	 ___Ptas6 t _. _­
150 3i ,02000 	 175.-076 
.------- 395 o'L------------- .21---------22f,. a.-. _,-.
200 150.00315 84.818
 
-2$------{ d. ----- - 890--------5 5-.6 --------------­
22_ 76.< . 1,400$ 42.984 
2404 58.r' 
­32.81324$ -------- 0jOp10 990 
-- -42 	 ------- 23-pio/ ------ ..- ­
26$ 23. 31 fo80%f 13.157
_ 	 ­
28 -------- 4ip ' ----- ----- nloo---- - --2 . 6053----------­
290, 31. l594 1.19501750 
310 24.6,r 2 500 13.854
 
- 320 ----------- 2_6o 800$- - - ;2- 1 .....- 15 55
 
9r
33c 33.V004.2 	 18,46­




TAR _LD - 172gy ------- E 1 ) ..... !85./ ..
 
riEAN LD 178.5/, E COS(PSI) 175,27
 
....2 _2gDEop 
...THETA ., 	 . I,BXE4 (LW-LB)/(E>'COS (pSI))sE-5 
$~68k/ ~ '90 38,688 
24A -8------- 2,600 33t -6 6 ­205 36.... ..700 205395900­
------ 30 ------ 199!.0$------- L.200 ---------27;9,49-7 ------------­4$ 	 i.0700 57.568
19559 

-------- ----------------6 ${0 	 36.469 -----------------------­60 5 _8000 0.750 33.04o 
8$ .009 1 	 55.303 
----.- 7 ,----- -------- - 26 ,458 --------------------------­
"!53o , . 1.200 87.225 
130 234, 	 2. 2/0 13. 
T80 285f42-11, - ZOO 161.966 
........ 0-- - 5./- . .----- --------85. 5-6 -­2 

29 2.0. 	 9f 110 582X 
5 	 - i5$9!---------------fll -------	 17 5 ---------------------­22$ 56,p19595 1.0910 31.89323V~ii6/ 	 104 
4-,,4M 	 25.629
-------- 32.9 ------------ 8p521~1

26$ 1 oo 14. 195,.783
 
29$ 26. 709'/r 0.900 15.182
 
310 20., 9gi, 2,.4919 11.787 
--	 320 _2P..5- - _0---------- ,6,S,_ 

325 24,3955',3 83. 13.385
 
-355 --5aOpir, - -1,90 32.3
 





-- 15/7197oy WINDOW tO 246 & 244 
END WI) ------- 191,$...........
 
MEAN LD 188.0 E COS(pSI) 17 /,13
 
TAET...LD ____40. 
. P D GRE____....o._ 
THT L'E-3 1,DE-14 (LWLB) /(E' COS3(PSI) )xE-5 
2.6p 23.359 
-
---1 5-$- r 4415-.. 
205 ,1.200 29g 703 
- 3$1- 2950 0.Of ------- 1.000$- 1-l733985.50 ------- ------­
8 
50-- ----- 1 5.(0 ------- 0 7 0 ------ 61,67k ------------­
4.000 0N. 258.581 




- 123,VpV .25. ..
 
-'0 ------- 6a. --------- $0 ------ 395-,- -­110r 208 0 WA 1.500 122.173 
130 46.0pf .f I .2 0,0 269-785 
145.0 3.'040 85.0418 
0------- - - 92,010 ----- 9$$0,0----------53 ,g65 -- ---------­
2-.7 1.2 ,4 !-.500 42 . 645 
24$ 3f. ,f0.8o 22,289 
20---------025, 8P.8a 
-
315 --'.'~0---POO ------- -15 0----------­




---- 'T-Do---- -- 24-------
TART- L_ _-82$Cr - ED L--- -3
 
MEAN LD 382.50 E Cos(rsT,) 4$-68
 
... ST 4LDEGBREE 
-
THETA LW-_3 LBE_4 (LW-LB)/(ExCOS(pS))xs5
 





-- -5g ------- -------- 3&.28-------------------­
10 3850$$f,. /6p.800 2635456.000 
....5/ - -. -.. ----------- o6, -----------.451.7560. -------­6$ 16251 0.700 ±5,6 
9 19.0op 1.5 29.308 
_----------- --­
33..xlpy- 2.20. 225,746 
-
12i4------ --- -2222222222-396-331--­16$' 3±$,0JY4 1.,2/ 2143 
25c, 1 /­
85.0',' .80058.062 
--------- 1,600- ----- -7---------­
2- tt 1.000 26 642' 
-L33._ 580$ 991.988 
2451 25. 6>51 1.$ 17,456 
--- -250- ----- 18,9pli--------- .0 -~----------12,869--------------­
2651 1 5.800 1.p$10.747 
~~25.300---------
L.5g--------24, 558-------------­29$ 19-5005 2.50pl 13,1L77 
______.Lpfo-- )1r356L3515 16.,700 E8.Oo915 30.884 
.,N335 -- 1,809100------------8009)1 -------------­
34$1 is:.IWO I 81,9/ 12,678
3551 2----51----------2.600--- --- -- 114 197-------­
129 
7--------- u--- NO 2-6 & 24------ -- - - -
I TART LD__-53{0_ 
-
END LD . .55 . ..
 
MEAN LD 154.0$ E COS(PSI) 103.44
 
--_ _ 5-- DE-EE -- - -- - -
THETA LWXE_3 LBxE-4 (LW-LB)/(E;'COS(PS1))xE_5 
0 !7,900 1.200 17.1!89 
2r4__122,332
 
2$ -I23 33 74, p5 85'31 821 
30 ------ 74.P..------------ -8 ----. 46­
4/q117if------- 589.663 
0. 6k77366.00 - - ­
6 -300 .8009 995.6 97 
-------- - 64$ 4 . . . . 4,7, 
_.,.2 _ , _
_-------38
8033r4 ,3f o 9O39d3!8. 

-------- - r =I-- ---- -e . -0 - - - - -- 3 r 6 -- -- - - - - - - - - - - ­
11. 6501./00 ... 9.I0 627,4 93 
4---- --2 6 1 ,4$p -1 f1 .5,a4t------------­
160 '3".$$$ 3.l$ 129,248 
-- --- sL77 laflft 1- 5o;d 752!6
 185 , 15 49 2 
--------------- 0 .. 5. 67 .. .

204 28.000 _,,0 26,992 
---------- ?23O409-------- - d800---- -- 40382 ------------­220 .30Z f.800 24 382 
2I0 22.654F1.20 21.733
 
-,--?50 ------ 1 0 $4PL --------- cAyjZ------ - - a 399 ----------­
26$ 15 .'91l 15.265
 




325 17. 300r 1 ,844 16 r,51
 
3 013. 9 12 -,-----------­
340---- -- 3.1 0 2.O f----- 12.703 







,TAHhLDR 5 ~0 -- BUD I,) 1695/0
M1EAN LD 157.5r E COS(PSI) 82.29
 
-... JST _6-----nE o - _---- - - -
ThTA - LWE_3 LBE_4 (LV-LB)/(ExCoS(pST))xE5 
1 o , 17.8bh-­
--- ---- -- --- -- -- ~/~ -2 -7- ------ ---­
20 25.3. j/, 80 3,648 
---- 59 -3---- -------------­------- .-804--------- 5)4--58&-
50----- 1 --- 0-- 809 
6,4 ',rf1 3off'W( .90& 22238852 .,/nj$2 - -036lp5.-239­
-p 7. f2 
-. ­
17--- S 1542.355 
---1405 -- - -1 v -x----------  12,-2 ------- 375.375 -----------------­-f, -- 3!, "5 ,-f 4824 ,344 
-------- - - 363 ------.-----------------­
. . 0. .-
67j! )49499 18001 . .33_ l 6 I 59.2352,92.139 __ __ 
_T80- - 3.0 )f 39.969ro----------------A -9 ............ 3 5p 5 -------------------- ......
190--------- 25-2 3p',515
201 2. , 9.10 24.317 
- _21/- - 16 .7_fyq 91 - --- 22222 222-- ----­
220 !4°900 -o 1/ 17973 
3 -29.894 

24 .. . ,f245 16.p 352.200
 
2-- -
- 5. ?56,095- - ­
26$f 37.$000 3,82/0 44i5q2 
6-------------------4,--22g8529.p~----------- ! Irr, r /,0r 33.9511 
315- a.-. 8800L. - -1 5,70L - - --





3L611 -7W5 -. 14,012

350-----2./--------- 4L 5.3 
131 
-1 
z7-9/-- TDooW 0 & 2497-o o 2116 

TART LD--- 6O. -- E JL-LD -- ----
35 9 .%0
 
MEAN LD 159-50 E COS(PSi) 57o00
 
___7ID -fa DEGIRE____ 
- -----. -------- --------- -------- --------.---- --------- --------- - --. ----. - --- - .­- - -- . - -- -- ---
ThETA LWx×-3 LBZ'E-4 (LW-LB)/(E'CCS(PSI))xE-_ 






-3$00------- --- ---- - 59 r5$15-------------­4,80-- ------

6$4$2 O0 ;L$0 NB8312L4!g
264. f/$ --------- ,r95 
--$ ----- - - 1 - - - - - 51- - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
6- 2 5450.00,(4 5o000 2542.831 
.... -4 -40-o . .. . . 4 90- ...........
--- ..... T4-loSR.
8$1 12$5t'o 4 2.gfo$ 21,01I4.026 
- 7-7--­
1 hr(f 209.n~ 
'45~0 0r. -------­
4 -- - - ­-- -- - --- - -- - - - - 3 - - 12 2.4 L - - - - - - ­
16 _-_.. . 76. 08 
180 22.400 0.900 39.)3849$o ------- LBM/f- -----------1 8 pxl------LW--4 9--------- -----­
2001380p1g 24-051 
22$,- 11.p 13/$ 19. 244 
- 23o_ , a . 9 _ ....5 , ,d d._zr ..... __>_91240 15. $ 4,$- 263i4 
- 250 - -- ,g ------- 9,8r49t-­
260 37. lf4o 29./gr/ 63.154
 







.9.90 2.9"/ 16.859 
3 3 0--.....- ..-- ------ - ,)g...........-- .
--- - _ _--- _
340 la300 1.200,, r 17.85q 
- 350 ------ ------ ---0I - --- - - - 0,2 S 
132 
-- 
- -97J970 I NDOW NO 246 & 244 
TART5hLD 159 , - END LD - 57 O$ 
MEAN LD )58. ,; £ COS(PSI) 28.67 
pSi.. 8p DScEL 




.....-.... g, rP Sf .. .rS .S$ -.-- 44 o-368----­
2$ 2017.39 5o1080o91 6$,pf64 
-- .3 -- --- -- 950 - 83.382 ----------. 
40 o2O-000 139 74 
85- .,6 ----- 295.-9275 . ........... 0 -- - --------------------­60 35S.$9'1 6.lo$ 12)8.695 
8$90$4,w ov0, 139.09 31743760 9$
 
12... ....-----------. 5..------- 2
.. 89. 874.........
 
- ~0140.5j 3 2$j1f 2813 
50 33. q4.,.48 
POO 56751 
8 -- --- ----- O1200O--------M( ---- - A -----------­
1,4 108200 0St 34.,692
S- 2895121$ 7O.700 1.200 26,440
-220 -1~pg 5.35. 
2391 7.6004 1.500 25.986 
__ 
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APPENDIX D 
INFRARED SCANS AND MASS SPECTROMETER DATA 
The sodium chloride flats were mutually contaminated with the Vycor windows 
in the vacuum system. These flats were removed and placed in a special 
container for shipment to the facility housing the Beckman spectrophotometer. 
This instrument was used to run infrared scans from 2. 5 to 25 microns to 
identify collected materials. The test report results are duplicated below for 
ready reference 
No, 1. NaCl Flats - Submitted 1 January 1970 
A thin film of a silicone (dimethyl siloxane type) oil was detected 
on these flats by infrared analysis. No other organ.cs were 
detected.
 
No, 2. NaC1 Flats - Submitted 14 January 1970 
No organics could be detected on the surfaces of these flats by 
infrared analysis using 10x scale expansion. 
The No, 1 NaCl flat contamination was due to the room temperature cured 
RTV while the No. 2 NaC1 flat contamination was due to the high-temperature 
cured RTV. 
The background gas composition present in the vacuum system during the 
experinent was monitored with a mass spectrometer. A Quad 150 residual 
gas analyzer manufactured by Electronic Associates Inc. (EAI) was used for 
this task. The residual gas analyzer has an extended mass range of 1 to 
about 150 atomic mass units, Data obtauned was used to qualitatively ilentify 
the residual vapors present before the RTV samples were heated and while 
the samples were heated. The data also provided a comparison of outgassing 
rates for the tvo different samples. 
The specific mass spectrometer data obtained during the course of this 
investigation is presented in Figures D1 through D4. Figure D1 illustrates 
the relative amounts of residual gas present in the vacuum system during the 
heating of high-temperature cured RTV-560, The calibration of the system 
was performed at two different points in time. After 24 hours of pumping on 
the system while heating without RTV present a mass spectrometer data run 
was performed. This data is presented in Figure D2, The system was then 
only pumped for an additional 24 hours. FLgure D3 shows the results of the 
mass spectrometer scan after that time period. I- should be noted that the 
magnitude of the coordinates on the abscissa was chosen for convenience only, 
Obviously the data in Figure Dl were taken imder more severe circumstances 
than the data in Figures D2 and D3. As a result the gain in the system was 
drastically reduced for data-gathering purposes in Figure D1. The relative 
magnitude of each mle ratio is only of significance in these figures. Finally, 
the scans taken during the outgassing of the room temperature - cured RTV 
are presented in Figure D4. 
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To determine the composition of the as-received uncured RTV 560 (resin and 
hardner), a routino chemical analysis was performed. Three tests were 
used. Infrared absorption spectra from 2. 5 to 15 microns were used to 
"fingerprint" the materials, X-ray diffraction was used to identify the filler 
material inally, spectrograplc tests were used for elemental analysis. 
The purpose of this data was to fingerprint and characterize the as-received 
material for reference to the experimento 
The results of the three 	chemical analysis are given below. The results as 
given are self-explanatory. 
Test 	 Infrared Identification 
Infrared 
Sample 
Resin 	 Organic (Sn by Spectro) acid salt 
Hardner 	 Silicone (DC200 type) Resin 
Spectrographic 
Sample 
Resin Relatively large amounts of tin 
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